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Whitfield visits Calloway Comity

Hazel City Council
receives update
on Murray Bank plan

Congressman addresses Farm Bureau gathering
By KINN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Kentucky's Congressman Ed
Whitfield addressed a variety
of topics Monday afternoon
during an annual meeting with
Farm Bureau presidents at
Furches Farms in Calloway
County.
One of the main points of discussion, though, was ongoing
immigration reform on Capitol
Hill and how it might affect the
plight of migrant workers from
Mexico who have helped many
farmers with their crops the
past several years.
"As far as immigration
reform and how it will affect
1-12A (a program that allows
farmers to bring in workers
from overseas annually to assist
with production and harvest of
U.S.
the
crops through
Department of Labor), I really
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times don't know how that's going to
play out." Whitfield said of legCongressman Ed Whitfield, left, talks with Sharon Furches, a member of the Kentucky State
:in Washington that is
islation
Bureau
Farm
Kentucky
of
meeting
Board of Agriculture. Monday afternoon prior to an annual
cutting off access to
at
aimed
presidents at the farm she and husband Tripp, a member of the Kentucky Farm Bureau Board
of Directors, own west of Murray. Whitfield addressed a number of issues during the meeting,
•See Page 2
including ongoing concerns about immigration legislation.

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
Bob Hargrove, president/CEO of The Murray Bank, opened
the regularly scheduled Hazel City Council meeting on Monday
night tosshed light on the up-and-coming Murray Bank branch to
Hazel.
With contractor work beginning last Friday. Hargrove said The
Murray Bank is renting approximately 1,000 square-feet in the
north end of the State Line Ranch and Home, located at 705
Main St., to serve as the temporary location for a branch extension.
As BB&T Bank is set to close on Aug. 23, Hargrove said he is
hopeful to be up and running no later than Sept. I, while a permanent location either purchased or built by the end of the year
is being sought.
Hargrove said he could not comment further on how those proceedings were continuing.
"How temporary, I cannot tell you at this point,- he told the
council. "If we have to be there for an extended period of time,
it could have a drive-through window. We're hoping we're not
there that long."
Hargrove said current and future customers should expect a
soft opening over the first few days, as new equipment and furnishings are moved into the makeshift facility. However, he said
it wouldn't be long after until the location would be a full-service bank,complete with deposits, savings and loan operations.
"It's not going to be fancy - we're going in a former feed
store," he said. "But it's going to be functional, and I appreciate
the Ward's. The mayor and I wore out a pair of shoes walking
around the streets trying to find where we could go and that
worked out well. I appreciate the Ward's in making that available
to us because they had to move some inventory around. I think
they were doing it just as a service to the community.

Imes: Bipartisan letter to Obama on coal sends message
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All five House Democratic Party leaders
importance of this issue.
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Need Line announces
openings in CSFP program
By EDWARD !MARLOWE
Staff Writer
Designed to provide nutritional information and supplement
nutritional needs of people ages 60 or older, Need Line has
announced available openings in the Commodity Supplemental
Food Program (CSFP).
Along with printed materials to educate people on geriatric
health, eligible persons for the program would receive rations of
meat,juice, milk, vegetables, fruit, peanut butter, dry beans, rice.,
potatoes, pasta, cereal and cheese each month.
Certain guidelines do apply; applicants must be a resident of

II See Page 2
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Tuesday Night: A 50 percent chance of showers and
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Murray State University's
new Paducah regional campus
is still on schedule to be completed by its Dec. 13 deadline in
order to begin classes in
January.
The new campus will replace
the current MSU campus in
Paducah, the Crisp Center, and
will also make it possible for
people to earn a four-year
degree entirely within Paducah.
The project was approved in
May 2011 when the MSU
Board of Regents voted to enter
into a memorandum of underMcCracken
standing with
County, the City of Paducah
and the Greater Paducah
Development
Economic
Council to fund the construction.
The Paducah architectural
firm Peck Flannery Gream
Warren Inc., otherwise known
as PFGW,designed the project,
and A & K Construction is
building it. Kim Oatman,

9, 10
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Oatman: MSU Paducah campus on schedule

Photo provided
24, is planned
Interstate
along
located
campus,
regional
Paducah
University's
Murray State
in January. Paducah's
for completion by or before Dec 13 and is expected to open for classes
A & K Construction is in charge of the project.
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Photo provided
Construction workers are pictured walking toward the front entrance of Murray State
University's Paducah campus. Much of the inside components of the facility is making fast

•MSU, Paducah...
From Front
MSU's chief facilities officer,
said A & K Construction
expects to have the project completed by or before Dec. 13. He
said he has been visiting the
site, located off Interstate 24 in

the area known as the Barkley
Woods. almost every Thursday
to check on the progress, and it
has been moving along nicely.
Oatman said the masonry and
roofing work on the facility are
almost complete,and that crews
are also making good progress

on the sheetrock work, electrical lines and plumbing. He said
class'es are still planned to start
in January and that it would be a
good opportunity for MSU to
get more enrollments in
McCracken County and the rest
of the area.

Foust: Marshall case moved to Calloway III Hazel...
By JOHN WRIGHT
serves both Marshall and Calloway
Staff Writer
counties, believes history shows
The case of a Marshall County that either county can live up to the
man facing charges in connection to burden of producing a fair jury for
the death of a woman from injuries cases generating from the other
sustained in a 2012 wreck is coming county.
to Murray.
Foust's order sets an Aug. 30
Judge Dennis Foust issued an deadline for the opposing sides to
order for change of venue Monday strike a plea agreement through
in the case of Cory Burkeen of negotiation or mediation. If no
Gilbertsville. The order was in agreement is
reached, then
agreement with the prosecution and
Burkeen's trial will officially begin
the defense in the case after both
Sept. 27 in Calloway Circuit Court
sides questioned if Burkeen could
with jury selection; the backup plan
gain a fair trial in Benton, it was
calls for a Trigg Circuit Court jury
reported.
to be selected Sept. 30 in Cadiz.
"I believe we can find a fair and
Burkeen faces charges of murder,
impartial jury in Calloway County,
two
counts of assault 1st degree and
and that is why I felt that was a
two
counts of wanton endangergood place to try this,". Foust said,
adding that a contingency plan is in ment 1st degree for his alleged
place if, for some reason, Calloway involvement in a two-vehicle accifails to produce a jury."If that does- dent that injured five people on
n't work out, we'll move it on over Memorial Day- night 2012 near
to Trigg County,but I'm very confi- Calvert City. Landon Lovett, 19, of
dent in the people of Calloway Benton died in November from
County and the jury pool we have injuries sustained in the accident, it
was reported.
over there."
Individuals facing charges are
Commonwealth Attorney Mark
Blankenship, who, like Foust, innocent until proven guilty.
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Bowling Green Ky
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From Front
"It appears that this is a good
fit for a community bank, and
that's what we want."
• Mayor Kerry Vasseur said a
bid still remains to be made for
the paving and repair of both
Third Street and State Street,
while other locations on Fifth
Street and near the railroad also
need to be fixed soon.
• Nfewly sworn-in council
member Gail Jones brought
two new ideas to the council for
new business: "welcomewagon" packets for new Hazel
residents and the possibility of
adding a recycling center to the
area.
With so many new locals
moving in, Jones said having
information packets on hand
for residents - filled with city
and county ordinances, a list of
fees and charges, directions to
emergency shelters, coupons
for businesses and other helpful
information - could clear up
several questions with local
regulations.
Furthermore, Jones added the
need for recycling bins for plastics, metals,cardboard and possibly glass is growing in Hazel
- and the chance for curbside
recycling service would bring a
positive, green feel to the city.
Both ideas were warmly
received by the council, but
tabled until further data could
be presented at a later date.

Calloway County, meet specific
income brackets and must complete all necessary paperwork in
order to receive assistance.
Need Line Executive Director
Ionia Casey said through the program, seniors aged 60 and above
receive three bags of groceries per
month for a full year, which are
available for drive-through pickup on the third Thursday of every
month from 10:30 until noon.
With the help of local volunteers, Casey said the bags are
packed and loaded into seniors'
cars, leaving most of the heavyduty work for those able.
A single person must have a
weekly income of $288,a monthly income of $1,245 and an annual income of $14937 to qualify
for the program.
In comparison,a family of eight
must have a weekly income of
$991,a monthly income of$4294
and an annual income of $51519
in order to be accepted.
A United Way agency, Need
Line received 1241 applications
for several forms of assistance
during July, the most of any
month so far this year.
Of the applications:
• 180 were in need of help with
utilities
•9 asked for foodstuffs
•47 needed rental assistance
• 11 asked for medication and
medical transportation
•281 were looking for personal
and hygiene products
• 142 were unemployed
• 1,089 had an inadequate
income
•Five were homeless
Casey said July tends to be one
of the busiest months for Need
Line and with the lowest donations, as generosity tends to be
higher during the holidays. The
summer months, she said, have
kids at home from school and utilities such as water and electricity
are in higher demand.
"It's common for us to be low at
this time of year," she said."With
the summer and kids being home,
we are giving out a lot more.Casey said Need Line is low on
several items,including:
Pantry items: canned fruit;
sauerkrautn
ales; Jellix; cereal; ramen noodles;fl /conuneal;crackers;dry
beans; brown paper bags(large).
eggs;
Freezer/cooler:
bread/buns; hot dogs; hamburger
meat (I lb. sacks); small roast;
fresh vegetables/fruits.
Personal hygiene/cleaning:
dish liquid; razors; shampoo; toilet paper; child/adult toothbrushes; toothpaste.
•The Need Line board meeting
will be Aug. 19 at 12:30 p.m. in
Pagliai's of Murray.
Open Monday through Friday
from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.,anyone
with questions or concerns can
contact Need Line at 753-6333.

fanners and people interested in
fanning a chance to have some
illegal immigrants. "We want good dialogue in an informal setthem to come in legally, though, ting. We weren't able to have one
and I do think most people are last year, though, because or
committed to making sure people scheduling and that can prove
here legally are treated as they very tough, but we are very happy
that Congressman Whitfield was
have been."
"A lot of farmers can't get their able to make it to Calloway
crops in without these workers," County today.
"This is a very good turnout,and
said Sharon Furches, board member for the Kentucky State Board that shows the people are very
of Agriculture, who co-hosted much interested in what is going
with husband Tripp, a member of
Among the visitors was 1st
the Kentucky Farm Bureau board
of directors. -There are so many District state Sen.Stan Humphries
concerns with how we treat those of Cadiz, himself a farmer. He
workers, yet, with as many years said activities like Monday's are
as some have been here, they've very important to agricultural
interests.
become part of the families."
"Now he (Whitfield) can go
The farm bill, held up because
of an ongoing dispute over food back to Washington and know
stamps, renewable energy and what he has heard from people
crop insurance also were dis- here in western Kentucky,"
cussed during the meeting that Humphries said,adding that fannattracted about 40 farmers, Farm ers, particularly are in a day and
Bureau officials and local busi- age where they have to have their
ness representatives.
voices heard. "We all know that
"We try to have this every year we have to do our jobs, but we
at this time because it comes dur- can't take a rest. Farmers have to
ing a recess for our congressmen." be stronger advocates for themsaid Joe Cain, Kentucky Farm selves.As farmers,you need to be
Bureau's director of National concerned about how things are
Affairs. "We just try to give our going and progressing."

•Imes, coal...
ance tax receipts, which totaled
approximately $230 million in
tncity can be maginalized."
fiscal year 2013. Where will we
The letter went on to state that get the support to offset the loss
Kentucky has lost 5,000 Coal of those dollars?
mines in the past few years and
"We recognize that your plan
that, for every 100 jobs in coal does include measures designed
mining in the Commonwealth, to mitigate that impact, but we
there are 120 full-and part-time worry this will be too little, too
jobs in other industries within late."
the state that supply goods or
In June. Obama announced a
services to support the industry. climate change strategy that
"When these jobs are all but included limiting pollution from
gone,can you tell us how we are existing coal-fired plants and
supposed to replace them and said he would use executive
the more than $1 billion in lost actions that do not require conearnings?" the letter asks. "Our gressional approval in order to
state also relies on coal-sever- have policies enforced.

From Front

Beshear appoints Murray's
Whaley,Parks to boards
Staff Report
Gov. Steve Beshear's office
announced last week that two
Murray residents are included
among the most recent appointments he has made to several
state boards and commissions.
David C. Whaley, dean of the
Murray
State
University
College of Education was
appointed to the Education
Professional Standards Board.
He represents postsecondary
education. The appointment
replaces Cathy L. Gunn, who
has resigned. Whaley shall serve
for the remainder of the unexpired term ending Sept. 18,
2013.,
According to his official bio,
Whaley started his current job in

July 2012. He was formerly
associate dean for teacher education in the College of Human
Sciences at Iowa
State
University.
Beshear appointed Sandra W.
Parks to the Kentucky Board of
Licensed
Professional
Counselors to serve for the
remainder of the unexpired term
ending Sept. 23.2015. Parks is a
retired educator and represents
citizens at large on the board.
The appointment replaces Betty
A. Brockway, who has resigned.
Parks is the former chair ofthe
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital board and resigned
from that position in April 2012,
according to Ledger & Times
archives.

JOIN US IN WELCOMING
Darren Stone, DO
FAMILY MEDICINE
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Dr. Darren Stone completed his residency training at Deaconess Family
Medicine in Evansville,Indiana. He received his Doctorate of Osteopathic
Medicine from Pikeville College School of Osteopathic Medicine(PCSOM)
in Pikeville, Kentucky. Dr.Stone has a long history of community service.and
volunteerism. especially with organizations that care for children. While at
PCSOM,he served as the Director of Fundraising for the Medical Mission
Team and he has also worked as a certified EMT.
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Passionate about your family's health and well-being, Dr.Stone is skilled in
all aspects of family medicine from pediatric, to adult and senior health care.
We're proud to receive Dr.Stone and his family back to his hometown.
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Kentucky
Miller signs Nashville songwriting contract News
in Brief

"I have berwrith,bt stoSTAFF REPORT
ries and pkms all of my e,
Murray Ledger & Times
After years of pursuing her she said. "But these past 2
,.Jo
,
dream of becoming a profes- years I have been dedicated
sional songwriter, Janet Miller pursuing my goal of becoming
of Murray has signed a contract the best songwriter I could be."
And,although the journey has
with Silvercreek Records and
in seemed difficult at times, it didPublishing
Silvercreek
Nashville. Tenn. Miller signed n't really take long for her to get.
the two-year agreement last the attention of people on Music
week with Stafond Seago. CEO Row with her soulful and
of Silvercreek Records, and unique lyrics. Her writing
Steve Pope of Blue Steel encompasses who she is as 'a
Records and Best of Blue Music person, how she has lived her
life and the people around her.
from Tennessee.
"I was told by a hit songwriter
Miller has served as the
regional coordinator of the West to write what I know," she said,
Kentucky Chapter of the When asked that secret,she said
Songwriters it was to "write from the heart."
Nashville
As the regional NSAI coordiInternational
Association
(NSAI) and is the first writer nator, Miller worked for 10
signed to the new company. years to encourage and help
which was created through a other 'songwriters to be their
merger of the Mississippi-based best. The encouragement she
Silvercreek Record Label and has received from her co-writers
Silvercreek Recording with and NSAI has been instrumental
Steve Pope of Blue Steel in her attaining her success.
"It's about validation, doing
Records and Best of Blue Music
what you want and being yourfrom Tennessee.
Miller said along with herself. self," she said. "Even if you've
Silvercreek Records' first signed been told you can't. Signing this
artist is Eric Durrance and the recent contract with Silvercreek
Tobacco Road Band. She said Records was a defining moment
she has been working for for me."
As for much of her reasoning
approximately three years with
Pope and had a single-song con- for writing, Miller relayed the
tract with him when the two following story:
"My brother. Robert, was two
companies merged to , form
years older than me, and I
Silvercreek Records.
She said the new company is tagged along behind him like a
on the "cutting edge" and is little puppy dog. I worshiped
ready to "break through the tra- him, and he was the true musician and singer in our family.
ditional Nashville scene."
"Dad built a shed behind the
According to Miller, she met
Seago at a NSAI event at which house for him and his friends to
time he expressed an interest in play music. He knew if he did
her songs. She said within a he would stay out of trouble and
matter of days Seago had con- Dad could keep an eye on him
tacted her and commented how and his friends. They formed a
he "loved her writing and style small band and played all over
of music," and he was coming to the state and at local functions.
Nashville to open a new record Our house and yard were full of
crazy kids playing music all the
label.
"I had gotten calls before,so I time. Dad refused to let me hang
really didn't think a lot about it," out with the boys, but when
Miller said,"but within a couple everyone left I would sit for
of months he was established on hours and listen to my brother
Music Row, and he approached play and sing. I would harmonize with him and we sounded
me about a writing contract."
She said Seago is a business- pretty good. Music was where
man, entrepreneur, songwriter we were connected.
"Robert drowned tragically in
and performer and, he understands the music business. "He 1985 at the age of 32. I was 30
has a vision to sign other writers then, and the music just stopped
and artists in the near future and for a while. He is the reason I
love music,and he is the reason
to have a Number I hit."
Miller said Pope has approxi- I write. I think about him and
mately 25 years experience in miss him, especially now that I
the music business with much have signed a publishing conof that time spent "seeking out, tract. I know he would be proud
producing and promoting" new of his little sister, and he would
talent in Nashville. A major be right there with me writing
player on Music Row, Pope is a songs about us and things we
professional drummer and has experienced growing up. Every
repeatedly demonstrated a keen song I write has a little hidden
ability to recognize a hit song. message in it about my life.
As a song plugger Pope has Those who know me pick up on
secured chart-topping tunes for it.
"I really feel his spirit, and I
such artists as George Strait,
Garth Brooks, Tim McGraw, know he is watching over me."
She said she had told herself
Lee Ann Womack and others.
she wanted to find one perthat
with
worked
Pope has also
noted Nashville producer Byron son who believed in her and
Gallimore, a native of Puryear, believed that she could be a
Tenn., and known to many in songwriter on Music Row. She
id Steve Pope was that person,
the Murray area.
ying he hhd a willingness to
"After beating the doors
her determination to
polish
publisher
at
years
downs for 10
after publisher - and disappoint- work hard.
Miller commented that, along
ment after disappointment - and
way, she has learned a great
the
up
giving
of
verge
even on the
I was finally starting to realize deal about the business, and she
has done her own song plugmy dream," she said.
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Teen pleads guilty
in Utah soccer
referee's death
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
A teenager charged with killing
a Utah soccer referee over a
call during a game has pleaded
guilty to a charge of homicide
by assault.
The plea deal was hashed out
Monday morning between the
teen's attorneys and prosecutorsi Under the deal, prosecutors:agreed to keep the case in
juvenile court.
Police say the teenager
punched 46-year-old Ricardo
Portillo once in the head on
April 27 after.the referee called
a foul on him. Portillo died
after a week-long coma, leaving behind three daughters.
The killing brought new
attention to the issue of violence in youth sports
Please support the

American
+
....._i Red.Cross
Every Donation Brings Hope

McConnell campaign fires back at challenger
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Senate Republican Leader Mitch
McConnell is striking back at GOP primary challenger Matt Bevin
with another TV attack ad.
its the McConnell campaign's second ad bashing Bevin since
the political newcomer took the first shot last month with a spot
criticizing the five-term incumbent.
The McConnell campaign is strategically targeting Republican
TV viewers with the latest 30-second spot that went up Monday
on FOX News and some Kentucky cable television stations. The
ad. which McConnell is spending more than $100,000 to run,
accuses Bevin of a history of tax delinquency, a charge that he
denies.
•••
McConnell, Kentucky's longest-serving U.S. senator ever, also is".4
facing a barrage of attacks from outside groups supportive of
Democratic front-runner Alison Lundergan Grimes.

Woman sues for release from jail
11UPKINSVILLL, Ky.(AP) — A western Kentucky woman is
suing in an attempt to force her release from jail and claiming
officials miscalculated her sentence.
Attorney Eric Bearden says 25-year-old Courtney Graves should
have been released months ago and should be immediately freed. t:
Bearden told the Kentucky New Era that Graves should have been •
given credit for time served, but wasn't upon her admission to the
Christian County Jail in April.
Graves pleaded guilty on April 29 to second-degree fleeing and ,
was sentenced to 12 months imprisonment with the agreement
that her sentence would run concurrent to a state sentence she was ••
already serving. She filed for release on July 23.
Photo provided
Bearden says she is serving consecutive sentences by mistake.
Janet Miller, above left, signs a songwriting contract with
Christian County Jailer Brad Boyd was not available for cornSilvercreek Records in Nashville. Also pictured are Stafond
ment.
Seago, CEO of Silvercreek Records, and Bart Herbison, right,
When two sentences run concurrently they should expire at the
director of the Nashville Songwriters Association
same time. And, when the sentences run concurrently. by law they I
International.
also share the same credit for any time served. Bearden said.
"It's a very complicated ordeal." he said."Two or three different
ging. demos, marketing, pub- to country. Motown,rock 'n roll
go into it. You couldn't just sit down and calculate the
statutes
told
been
has
lishing and producing."This has and bluegrass. She
served — you have to look back at the law and how it
she's
time
helped me to be in a position to her lyrics and melodies are a
applies."
do more than just write a song." mixture of Bruce Springsteen,
Bearden is confident the judge will rule in his favor.
Woody Guthrie and Dolly
she said.
think she'll get released," he said.
"I
Parton.
Miller
bio.
her
to
According
She has recently had three
was born in Providence. Antall
western Kentucky coal mining cuts by Indie (independent) Two airports getting federal money
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Two western Kentucky airports are
town where it was a common artists, and she performs reguoccurrence for her family to larly in Various writers' rounds receiving more than $1.7 million in funding for runway improvements.
gather on her grandparents front in Nashville.
The Sturgis Municipal Airport in Union County is getting a total
Miller is also an accomplished
porch and sing and play music.
She began writing poetry at an visual artist, and she has had her of $1.6 million for runway maintenance, and Muhlenberg County '
Airport will receive $167,000 for the design of a new partial taxi- •
early age and one day picked up paintings displayed throughout
Tennessee.
and
way and apron expansion.
a guitar and put her first poem Kentucky
Miller 'is' married to her high
Gov. Steve Beshear says keeping th,e airports maintained helps
to music. She said she was
school sweetheart, Joe Miller. promote economic development in the state.
hooked from that moment on.
Her musical influences were They have two sons and five
Funding for these projects includes a $1.4 million Federal
many. as she grew up listening grandchildren.
Aviation Administration grant for the Sturgis airport and a
$150,000 FAA grant for the Muhlenberg County Airpott.
Remaining funding will be provided by the state and airport
Vendors recall hit-and-run driver at LA boardwalk
boards.
LOS ANGELES(AP) — One Iion season.
Balci's booth was struck withminute, Mustafa Balci was sitseconds of the start of the
in
his
to
next
chair
ting in a lawn
wife at their booth on the Venice rampage. The car swerved left,
Beach boardwalk, enjoying the sideswiping a picnic table holding the couple's wares — the traHome & Garden Decor • Wreaths • Furniture • Metal
leisurely summer scene.
glassware
blue
Turkish
ditional
couple
the
minute,
The next
was lying on the ground along of the eye to ward off the evil
with the other injured after a eye. and wall hangings of Jesus
HALF PRICE on everything in store!
man accelerated his large black and Virgin Mary tapestries.
The car hit three customers
Metal Animals • Planters • Benches • Baskets• Wall Decor • ALL Home Decor
car through a crowd, hitting one
'except Furniture & Letters
person after another as people looking at the items, and
tried desperately to get_ out of slammed into Balci's knees
pushing him backward, breakthe way.
Saturday's hit-and-run killed ing a table, smashing a mirror
Chm•stmas
an Italian woman on her honey- and scattering everything. His
rienis'
moon and hurt II others who wife, Yesim Balci, was flung 8
Hours. Thursday 10-5, Friday 10-5, Saturday 10-4
only a moment earlier had been feet, tumbling backward and
641 South•Southside Shopping Ctr.•Suite F & G • Murray, KY
enjoying a late afternoon near landing facedown.
(acrossfrom tise hcow)
the beach at the height of vaca-
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Obituaries
Janet Lockhart

Ruth Lyons Ford

Marynee Fanner Noel

Ruth Lyons Ford,88,died Saturday, Aug. 3,2013.
Mrs. Ford was a retired bookkeeper and a member of Bellevue
Church of Christ.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Isaac E. Ford; parents,
Ira and Onie Lyons; brothers, Hillman and David Lyons; sister,
Letha Watrous; and nephew,Tony Lyons.
Mrs. Ford is survived by her daughter, Karen Ford, son, Mark
Ford; grandchildren, Andrea Walls and husband, Dr. Kevin Walls,
and Adam Ford; great-grandchildren, Luke and Brady Walls; sisterin-law, Dottie Lyons; brother-in-law, Frances Watrous; two
nephews; one niece; one great-niece; and one great-nephew.
Funeral services will be held at 10 a.m. Wednesday,Aug. 7,2013.
at Bellevue Church of Christ, with visitation one hour prior. The
graveside service will follow at 3 p.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens
in Murray, Ky.
Visitation will be held Tuesday from 4-8 p.m. at West Harpeth
Funeral Home in Nashville,Tenn.
Arrangements are being handled by West Harpeth Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

Marynce Farmer Noel. 92, died Saturday. July 27. 2013:in St.
Petersburg, Fla.
Mrs. Noel was born in Murray, Ky., to the late Rubye Fulton
Farmer and the late Arthur C. Farmer. She was the director of the
Disciple Center serving Murray State University during the 1940s.
After her family moved to Florida in 1947, she was director of
Christian education at Mirror Lake Christian Church. She taught at
Sunny Hours Beach School and later was the technical librarian for
E systems.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by her husband, E. Lyn Noel Jr.; her son, Lytt Noel III; a grandson, Lytt Noel
IV; and two brothers, Fulton Farmer and Evan Farmer.
She is survived by her sister, Phyllis Farmer Huggins; a daughter,
Jinna Noel Stewart; three grandchildren, Lakey Noel, Dr. Trip
Stewart and Lytt Stewart, a great-granddaughter: and several nieces
and nephews.

Janet went to be with the Lord on Monday. Aug. 5, 2013. She
passed away at home with all her family by her side.
Janet was born in Carpenter. Ohio,on Jan. 30, 1943. to Helen and
Ralph L. Six Sr. and William Westfall.
She was a nanny tor Dr. Joyce and Dr. Robert Hughes for 21
years. She was an honorary nana to everyone she met.
She attended the First Baptist Church and was a member of the
AmVets Women's Auxiliary.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Robert "Bobby"
Lockhart; her parents, Helen and Ralph Six Sr. and William
Westfall; brother, Roger L. Six; and a nephew. Clinton L. Hamlin.
She is survived by five children, Keni Coburn and husband,Steve,
of Cookeville,Tenn., Melissa Hutson and husband, Bryan,of Troy.
Tenn., Rusty Gibson and wife. Tracey, of Obion, Tenn., Brian Lee
Gibson, of Union City, Tenn.. and Nami Gibson. of Murray. Ky.:
nine grandchildren,Laci Hargis and husband. Lee,Kyle Coburn and
wife, Hollie, Daniel Coburn, Cory Gibson, Rob Hutson, Kelsey
Gibson, Madyson Birgbauer. Brylan Gibson, and Lilli Gibson; two
great-granddaughters, MacKenzie Coburn and Livi Mae Hargis; a Hostas C. loses
Hontas C. Jones,92, of Benton, Ky., died Sunday. Aug. 4, 2013,
brother, Ralph Six Jr. and wife, Sandy,of Athens,Ohio; and a sister,
at her home.
Beverly,Six Dixon and husband, Rex,of Stewart, Ohio.
She was born Sunday, Dec. 5, 1920, in Calloway
Funeral services will be held at 11 a.m. Thursday. Aug.8.2013,at
County to the late George Washington "Jack"
Imes-Miller Funeral Home, with Brett Miles officiating. Burial will
Copeland and the late Mary (Hurt)Copeland. She
follow in Murray Cemetery.
was a member of Hardin Baptist Church and was
Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. Wednesday. Aug. 7,2013 at
retired from General Motors, where she worked as
the funeral home.
a professional baker in the cafeteria.
In lieu of flowers, donations can be made to Hospice (803 Poplar
In addition to her parents. she was preceded in
St. Murray. KY 42071) in memory of Janet Lockhart.
death by her husband, Polk M. Jones; daughter,
Online condolences may be made at imesmiller.com.
Caroline S. Taylor; six brothers; and three sisters.
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
She is survived by her son,Eddie Jones and wife,
TN.% iS a paid obituary.
Linda, of Benton; four grandchildren; 10 greatJones
grandchildren; and two great-great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held at 1 p.m. on Wednesday, Aug. 7,
2013, at Collier Funeral Chapel, with the Rev. Corey Cunningham
Monday - Friday
officiating. Interment will follow in Pace Cemetery in Hardin.
10 im to 7 pill,
Visitation will be held from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Wednesday,Aug.
Saturday
7,2013. at the funeral home.
10 a.m. to -I in
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Hardin Baptist Church
Building Fund.6867 U.S. Hwy.641 N., Hardin, KY 42048.
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home.

1710 C Hwy 121 North • 270.761.R_EST
www.theretreatoffnurray.com

Edith Perry Wylder passed away July 4,2013,at the age of 88.
Edith was born to Maude and Beverly Perry, Feb. 15, 1925, in
Akron,Ohio. She was preceded in death by her son Phillip Stamm,
her sister Betty Clark. her nieces Elizabeth and Susan Clark,and her
husband of 40 years, Delbert Wylder. She is survived by her son
Paul and grandson Dario Stamm, her stepsons Steven and William
Wylder and their families, and her nephew Robert Clark. She is also
survived by her former husband and father of her two sons, William
Stamm,of Albuquerque.
Edith was a dedicated English professor and a devoted literary
scholar. Despite her declining health in recent years. she continued
to write her second book on the poetry of Emily Dickinson. titled
Talking Between the Rooms, which was to be a study of the poet
John Keats' influence on Dickinson and her poetry.
Edith's modest yet profound academic career began when she
received her M.A. degree from the University of New Mexico in
1949. While raising a family in the countryside of Albuquerque's
north valley, she pursued her study of Emily Dickinson's poetry.
This research earned her a Ph.D. from UNM in 1964. Edith's book,
a provocative interpretation of Dickinson's poems, titled The Last
Face, was published by UNM Press in 1971.
The next part of her life was a wonderful journey with her loving
husband Deb, also a scholar and professor. Deb and Edith were a
team, their academic and social lives blending together to foster a
nurturing and inspiring environment for their students. They taught
at universities in Utah, Colorado, Minnesota and Kentucky. Many
Tenry Walter
of today's published poets, writers, and scholars attribute their creTerry Walter, age 72 of Benton. KY.,died Saturday, Aug. 3, 2013, ative writing success to the mentorship of Deb and Edith. A former
at his home.
student of Edith's, now an accomplished author and professor, said
He was born Thursday,April 10,1941 in Clinton, of her,"Edith was not my first literature professor, but she was the
III., and was a retired Minister serving congrega- first one who mattered. I took every course she -- and later, her hustions in Marshall, Calloway and Graves counties. band Deb -- offered. I owe most of what is good in my life to both
He was a member of Spring Creek Church of of them. They were brilliant teachers and scholars, the best role
Christ in Hickory. He also worked for Dwain models any student who wanted to write and teach could possibly
Taylor Chevrolet and Trucks-Trailers-Buses and have."
sold real estate in Murray for several years.
In 1989, retiring from Murray State University in Kentucky, Deb
He was preceded in death by his father, Arvis and Edith continued their journey and left for New Mexico, back to
Gillespie Walter, his mother, Stella Jane where their life of love and laughter began.
(Chumbley) Walter.
A private memorial service followed by a celebration of her life
He is survived by two daughters, Sheri Walter of will be held in Morrison,Ill.,on Oct. 20,2013.Contributions can be
Walter
Hardmoney and Tammy Lee Rudd of Benton; one sent to the Murray State University Foundation's Deb and Edith
son, Tracy Lee Walter of Paris, Tenn., one sister, Mary Grace Wylder Creative Writing Scholarship.The address is MSU Office of
Demko of St. Louis, Mo. and seven grandchildren.
Development,200 Heritage Hall, Murray. KY 42071.
Funeral Services will be held Tuesday, August 6,2013 at II am.
This is a paid obituary.
in the chapel of the Collier Funeral Home in Benton. John West and
Robert Charnock will officiate the service.
The number of times published or the length of one or more of
Due to possible inclement weather, the graveside service will be the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
held in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home as well.
and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or
Visitation was held Monday at Collier Funeral Home.
space.
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The Murray Ledger & Times, a 7,500-circulation.
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray.
Ky., is currently accepting applications for our files for
the position of Staff Writer / Photographer This person's
responsibilities include covering meetings, breaking
news, writing feature stories, taking photographs.
assisting with layout, uploading items to the web and
other basic news reporter duties. A working knowledge
of Quark XPress and Adobe Photoshop is a plus
Proficiency with a 35mm camera also helpful. Work
schedule includes nights and weekends. A bachelor's
degree in iournalism or communications is preferred
Send resume arid clippings to: Greg Travis, editor, The
Murray Ledger & Times, 1001 Whitnell St., Murray, KY
42071, or e-mail: editor@ltmerrayledger.com.

0
EDGEROITIMES
1001 Whitnell Ave.Murray, KY 42071
Office Hours 8 a.m. to 5 p.m Monday - Friday
•

NASA's Curiosity
rover celebrates 1
year on Mars
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Mount
Sharp has beckoned Curiosity since
the NASA rover made its grand
entrance on Mars exactly a year ago.
dangling from nylon cables to a safe
landing.
If microbes ever existed on Mars.
the mountain represents the best
hope for preserving the chemical
ingredients that are fundamental to
all living things.
Scientists have been eager for a
peek of Mount Sharp since
Curiosity touched down in an
ancient crater near the Martian
equator on the night of Aug.5,2012.

Town Crier
• The Murray Independent
School District Board of
Education will meet at 7 p.m.
Thursday in the Carter
Adminstration Building on
South 13th Street. Agenda
items will include several
action/consideration measures: School Activity Funds
annual financial reports
2012-13; annual district
financial report for 2012-13:
admission fees for athletic
events for school year 201 31 4.

Correction
In Monday's story about
the 44th annual Douglass
Reunion Banquet. the name
of the keynote speaker.
Kwanza Lynn Hornick Trice,
was incorrectly listed as that
of her daughter. The Ledger
& Times apologizes for the
error.
--The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting, however mistakes
occasionallyroccur. It is the
Ledger's policy to correct errors.
To report a news mistake or
error, call 753-1916.
•
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Rebate day set
A rebate day benefiting the Murray High
School Cross Country team will be held all day
Wednesday,'Aug. 7, at the Big Apple Café.
Receipts must'be placed in the box at the counter.
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CCPL to open late Monday
Datebook
Kala Dunn
Community
editor

The Calloway County Public Library will
open at 9 a.m. Monday. Aug. 12. Regular hours
will resume on Tuesday. Aug. 13.

ALS meeting to be held

The ALS meeting for August will be held
Thursday. Aug. 8, at 6 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness.
Amanda Peebles, speech therapist, will be the guest speaker. For
more information call Mitzi Cathey at 293-1748.

Photo provided

BY GRACE New Beginnings Support Group recently heard
By Grace minister in songs and testimony. NBSG is a
jail/prison ministry support group that meets the first and third
Saturday of the month at Westside Baptist Church, 207
Robertson Road S.. Murray. Meetings are open to the public.

Land Between the Rivers homecoming set
Former residents of the Land Between the Rivers are invited to
attend the 42nd Annual Homecoming on Sunday, Aug. II, at 9:30
a.m. at the LBL Fenton Airport Pavilion. A potluck picnic will begin
at noon. Bring food, drinks and chairs. For more information call
522-3956.

McGuire Cemetery meeting set
The annual meeting at the McGuire Cemetery, located on
Emerson/State Line Rood between Weakley County, Tenn., and
Graves County, Ky., will be Saturday. Aug. 10, at II a.m. with a
short service and business meeting followed by a potluck lunch.
Maintenance contract bids will be accepted. Anyone with family
interred at the cemetery is encouraged to attend or make a contribution for the upkeep to McGuire Cemetery, c/o Dannie Harrison,
1581 Almo Road,Alm°,KY 42020.

Veterans seminar to be offered
West Kentucky Allied Services will provide a free seminar for veterans, their families and any interested senior citizens to help them
recognize fraudulent Medicare practices and combat identity theft.
The seminar will be hosted by American Legion Post 73 of Murray.
310 Bee Creek Drive, on Thursday. Aug. 15, from 1:30-2:30 p.m.
For more information call Mark Kennedy at 752-3333 or email
usmc19654bellsouth.net.

Photo provided
HEAD START DONATION: The Knights of Columbus recently made a $400 donation to the Murray Head Start Program.
Pictured from left are Teresa George, Grand Knight Kevin
D'Angelo, and Lisa Bordeaux.

Extension District Board to meet
The Calloway County Extension District Board will meet Friday,
Aug.9,at 11:30 a.m. at the Extension Office. The Calloway County
Extension District Board will set the tax rate, review the 2013 budget, and discuss the Agriculture and Natural Resources Agent position and the new hirinrprocess. This is an open meeting.

It's about that time of year
again - sewing time! The first
day of school is around the corner and registration forms for
the L2S program will be
going out to
all of the
schools very
soon.
In preparing for the
year's program, the
Extension annual
Notes
Clothing
By
Leader Train
La Dawn Hale the Trainer
Calloway County Workshop is
Extention Agent
approaching.
for Family &
It will be
Consumer
keld
Sciences
Saturday.
Aug. 10, at the American
Legion building from 9 a.m.to 5
p.m. The American Legion
building is located at 310 Bee
Creek Drive, which is across
from the Bee Creek Soccer
Complex.
It will be a day packed full of
information. This training is for
anyone who would like to assist
with' the Calloway County
Cooperative Extension Learn to
Sew Program. All that is asked
is about five hours of your time
each month from September to
April. The lessons are preplanned.so all we need is for the
clothing leaders to be there at
the workshop days to help the
participants learn what is being
taught. It is recommended that
clothing leaders be able to siw

on about the intermediate level.
That is due to the understanding
of simple sewing techniques.
You do not have to be a master
seamstress to assist with this
program.
The Purchase Area Master
Clothing Volunteers will teach
"what the pattern guide doesn't
tell you." They will explain
how to sew the techniques in the
4-H Sewing curriculum. In
doing so, they will explain what
judges look for on the sewing
projects. Those specifics are
what the pattern guide doesn't
tell us - and will put us all on
the same page when teaching.
Lunch will be on your own.
You are welcome to bring it and
put it in the refrigerator. There is
no microwave. After lunch, a
representative from English's
Sew and Vac will again demonstrate the Project Runway
sewing machine that is being
widely used for Calloway's and
other sewing programs. The
practice projects will also be
briefly explained,as some of the
instructions are not always
clear.
Call the Calloway County
Extension office at 753-1452 for
more information and to register. There is no charge to attend.
Many clothing leaders from
other counties will also be in
attendance, as this training is
being offered to the district.
This training does not lock you
into working with the program.
You can attend the training, then
decide. However, we need you!

Make A Difference
Day set for Saturday ACS offers Road

Senior Citizens to hold fundraiser
The Murray Calloway Senior Citizens Center will hold a Meatloaf
Carry-Out Dinner Fundraiser Wednesday, Aug. 14. Meals consisting of meatloaf.lima beans, mashed potatoes, a roll, and peach cobbler will be available for pickup from 4:30-5:30 p.m. Preoniers
placed by Friday,Aug.9,will receive a discount. For more information call 753-0929.

to Recovery

Attic will collect clothes, and
Special to the Ledger
Kiwanis Club will collect
the
Calloway
and
Murray
The
County Community will host the shoes. The police and sheriffs
ments.
92nd "Make A Difference Day" department will again combine ' Special to the Ledger
To request assistance, or for
Society
Cancer
American
prescription
in
take
The
to
efforts
the
at
10,
Aug.
Saturday,
Murray State University Roy drugs. Plastics, tin cans and has a free transportation assis- information on how to volunteer
or
Stewart Stadium parking lot glass will also be gathered. as tance program for cancer as a driver, call 444-0740
org.
Veterans assistance available
mary.huffkocancer.
email
Calloway
in
used
for
operating
provided
patients
bins
as
well
p.m.
I
to
a.m.
9
from
Veterans and their families will be provided free counseling and
Paper and cardboard of all motor oil. Battery collection of County. Road to Recovery pro- For additional information on
benefits.
federal
and
visit
assistance in filing claims for state
types, to benefit both resource A.B.C and D will be available. vides trained volunteer drivers Road to Recovery,
Appointments will be available Wednesday, Aug. 7. and Thursday. centers, will be collected. The Books will once again be gath- to take cancer patients to and www.cancer.org.
Aug. 8, at the Paducah VA Clinic, 2620 Perkins Creek Road. To Lion's Club will collect eye- ered for recycling to benefit from their life-saving treatschedule an appointment, visit the clinic or call 444-8465.
glasses, while the WATCH Community Education.
For more information call the
Center will collect aluminum
by calling 753-1916
Learn to Sew program seeks leaders
cans. Court Appointed Special Miirray Family Resource Yoiith
Extension
Cooperative
by
taught
The Learn to Sew Program,
Advocates (CASA) will collect Service Center at 759-9592 or
LEDGER& TIMES
Family & Consumer Sciences, is seeking Clothing Leaders. The cell
KY the Calloway County Family
phones. West
program is for students ages 8-19 and will be held September Mentoring Inc will have a bin Resource Center at 762-7333.
through AprIL Volunteers are asked to serve five hours a month dur- for ink jet cartridges, Angel's
ing the class meeting time. No preparation will be needed. An orientation and train-the-trainer workshop is scheduled for Saturday.
Aug. 10,from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the American Legion building. For
more information and to register to assist with the program,call the
Calloway County Extension Office at 753-1452.

Subscribe
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10th Annual Kirksey
Day to be held Aug. 10

.,!
DivorceCare meetings held Wednesdays

DivorceCare is a special weekly seminar and support group for
people who are separated or divorced. DivorceCare For Kids is a
weekly support group for children ages 5-12 who need help dealing
with the separation or divorce of their parents. Meetings are at Elm
Grove Baptist Church,6483 St. Rt.94 E., beginning at 6 p.m. every
Wednesday. Call 293-2509 for more information.
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A community-wide prayer meeting sponsored by Pray Murray
will meet every Wednesday at 12 p.m. at 411 Maple St., on the
courthouse square. The public is invited to attend.

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous.a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church,' 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For more information call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.

Army reunion to be held

The Second (Indianhead) Division Association is searching for
anyone who served in the Army's 2nd Infantry Division at any time.
For information about the association and its annual reunion in
Columbus, Ga., Sept. 17-21, contact secretary-treasurer Bob
Haynes at 2idahq@comcast.net or (224) 225-1202.

Special to the Ledger
The 10th Annual Kirksey
Day. sponsored by Kirksey.
United Methodist Church, has
been rescheduled for Saturday.
Aug. 10, from 4-7 p.m.
Festivities will take place in
front of the baseball fields and
will include free food, musical
entertainment, and more.
Clarks River Wildlife Refuge
will offer a presentation and
exhibit of native animal pelts
and tracks, as well as wild animals for everyone to view.
Woodmen of the World will
help families make child ID
kits, and Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will hold a

blood drive inside the church.
There will be inflatable bouncers and .slides, bingo with
prizes, a cake walk, and other
games for kids of all ages. The
Fire Department's pumper
trucks will spray anyone brave
enough at the end of the day.
Free food will include hamburgers, hot dogs. chips,
desserts and drinks. Singers and
include
will
entertainers
Hallelujah Singers, Grandpa's
Legacy, The Envins, Tracy
Wells, Martie Beck and Sisters
of Faith.
The public is invited to
attend.

Every Donation
Brings Hope.
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American
Red Cross

& Sifts
31: HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
(270) 753-1725
www.rollingh.corn

* Gifts & Garden Accents
* Annuals & Bedding Plants
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•Private and Semi-Private Rooms Available
• Medication Administration
▪ 24 Hour Supervision
• Financial Assistance Available
From left: Amanda Edwards, Deborah Driver,
Brandy Nyert and Melissa Hopkins

of Murray
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REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

1632 Bethel Road
This 3 bedroom. 2 bath home has a lot
of potential and a great new price. It
would make a great investment property. Properly is owned by a mortgage
company and is being sold in "as is"
condition. MIS 074428

LLC

753-7109
array • www.fernterrace.com

Ronnoe Awris

70.753.9999

Nlichael
NI a ngcr

'
It%
staituttr

See this boss" and many more
at www.sbgproperty.com
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Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Sealed Bids for the Murray Electric System MESi Cherry Street Property
Improvements which includes demolition and removal of an existing timber
retaining wall and construction of approximately 115 L.F of new concrete retaining wall. Bids will be received by lbny Thompson, Murray Electric System, MES
conference room. 205 N. 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071, until 2:00 P.M.
Central Time on Tuesday. August 12, 2013 at which time they will be opened and
publicly read aloud.
The Contract Documents, consisting of Advertisement of Bids. Instruction to
Bidders, Bid Schedule, Agreement, Performance Bond. Payment Bond. Notice of
Award. Notice to Proceed, Contract Change Order, General Conditions. Technical
Specifications_and Drawings, may be obtained at the following location beginning
Monday, August 5, 2013:
BFW Engineering & Testing. Inc
1215 Diugtiid Drive
Murray. KY 42071

Want to Buy

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

140

060

060

010

010

Finish Line Car Wash & Detail
is accepting aplications for
Full-Time Daytime Help. Hiring
people that are looking to advance.
Growth opportunity for the right
people. Apply in person at:
1102 Chestnut, Murray

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633

Infinity Group
Immediate openings for full time
Assembly Workers in the Murray area

non refundable payment of $30.00 for each set Checks shall be
made payable to BFW Engineering & Testing. Inc.

upon receipt of a

No Bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of forty five i451 days after closing
time scheduled for the receipt of bids.

Indoor climate, shift work required, drug
free & physical assessment must be met

150

Send resume to jdavid@ inf-grp.corn
or call 270-767-2518

Articles
For Sale

The results will be released only after approval of Murray Electric System
Murray Electric System shall reserve the right to waive informalities and to reject
bids.

any or all

Miller Entertainment. LLC. mailing address 425
Morning Deer Drive. Paducah, KY 42003. Hereby
declares intentions to apply for a NQ2 Restaurant
Liquor licenses no later than August 31, 2013. The
business to be licensed Will be located at 1550 taiwes
Drive, Murray. Kentucky, 42071. doing business as
Miller Entertainment. The owners are as follows:
Owner. Cheryl Miller of 425 Morning Deer Drive,
Paducah, KY 42063. Any person, association, corporation,or body politic may protest the granting of the
licenses by writing the Dept of Alcoholic Beverage
Control, 1003 Twilight Tr, Frankfort, KY 40601,
within 30 days of the date of this legal publication.

020
Notice

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

HEY YOU!
Visit MyMurray.rom for
Chamber $aver (oupons

020

020
Notice

First class is Sept 7th
ihis training course is held on Saturdays for
11 weeks allowing you to keep your present
job while you gain skills for a rewarding
career in the dental field.

Information on the class, financing
options and Registration forms
available online at

KWIK Kleen now introDog
Red
ducing
Custom Graphics. full
and
restorations
upgrades, auto detailing and cleanups. 800
Coldwater Rd
226-1092

MVP Group is looking for individuals who
want to work in a fast paced environment. Candidates must possess assertiveness initiative and have the ability to
multi-task, pay special attention to
details, and coordinate daily operations
and activities within or between
departments.
Excellent Benefits Package:

Lynn Grove
Self Storage
270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Key

270-703-6377

Peaches and Cream
sweet corn. 2 locations:
1410 Glendale, and
downtown Lynn Grove

Papa Smurf
Storage
CrC)-

Find out what's
happening
this summer.. .
. I
subscribe to the

1st slonth Free!
•Nee. Climate Cone-,
Available
.247 Surveillance
•Pest Control
E‘isti
Hily1/4
270 07'3 1400 ei
270
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Local Mail
Home Delivery
3 mo. ......-.330.06
$35.00
05.00 3 mo.
6 mo.
$63.00
6 mo.
1 yr..-.---.4105.00

1 yr. ...............$110.00
All Other Mail

Rest of KY/TN
Bs,.h.ste,i

3 ow..

$40.00
.$128.110

1 yr.
Check

Subscriptions
.$75.00
3 mo.

6.0....$96.00
$145.00
1 yr.-

Money Order

Visa

M/C

Name

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Tomes, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
actrvities.

- I

, St. Address
City
_ Zip

State

_

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270)753-1916

1121...komi miv.. Mayfield.to 4204s

QA TECH

www.smilepaducah.com

Brick House & approx. 8 acres
with barn in Aurora, near KY Lake.
3BR, IBA, C/H/A, 1 car garage

NOW HIRING
Vi)urouP

from your favorite
businesses in Murray.

Practical Dental Assistant Training
Registration is now open!

OTR drivers. Local company leasing equipment &
drivers to national account Late model trucks &
new trailers. Drivers must be approved by
accounts safety director Drivers must be at least
23 years of age, no preventable accidents in the
past 3yrs, no more than 2 moving violations in the
last 12mos. & no more than 3 in the last 3yrs.
Must have 2yrs of OTR exp. with 1yr refrigeration
No DUI, DWI, drug or alcohol convictions. No
license suspension or serious moving violation in
the last 3yrs Must pass drug screen & physical
by accounts approved physician & lab. Successful
candidate that sign & complete a 5yr contract will
receive the title to their truck upon completion of
contract as a bonus.
For more information call 270-293-3205

WANT TO SELL
REAL ESTATE?
Licensing class
enrolling. P
days or nigh
Plan.
Pay
Call or T xt 270-22t
dololsoodonso

shoo co

• Health, Dental, Vision, &
Supplemental
• Nine Paid/Holidays
• 401K
• Vacation
These are full time positions with a fast
growing company Please send resume to
MVP Group Pouring Facility
112 Industrial Drive,
Mayfield, KY 42066
jeannatucker@mvpgroupint.com
or Mayfield Career Center,
319 S. 7th St.. Mayfield. KY 42066

DISCLAIMER
When acces.ing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to johnetwork.corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
wehsite. not all listings
in the jobnetWork.coni
arc placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
u% if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank )ou.

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional tourney'
men painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting experience. To apply call
753-6895 & leave voice
message No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE

machine
Part-time
operator needed for
commercial mail processing equipment with
of
possibility
the
full-time.
becoming
Day shift MondayFriday with occassional
overtime and weekends. Some lifting
required. Send resume
or apply in person at
Automated Direct Mail.
1410 N 12th., Suite G.
Murray KY 42071.
Associate
SALES
needed. Full or Parttime position available.
Experience preferred.
Drop resume at 915
Arcadia next to The
Apple or call (270)4155844 The Mattress
Guys
Learning
Lily Pad
Center has openings
for children 6 weeks12 years. For more
information call
(270) 761-LILY
Need someone to sit
with an elderly person
(270)753-5476

Email your ad to:
classified@murrayledgercom

Used Trucks

('alloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

40X50 shop with office
1 mile South of Murray
NC available
293-6430

92 GMC Sierra. Short
wheel base step side.
RUNS GOOD - NEW
$1,600.
PARTS!
O.B.O.
978-7136. 978-7008

ID

Equal opportunity

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today
appointment
270-753-2905
NEW apartment in
$550.00/mo.
Hazel.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211

BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
table, six
Kitchen
chairs $75.00; home
health materials, potty
chair, shower stool.
bed clothes, female
clothes. 759-1687 or
227-3069

r

Appliances
iCi

Medium-sized chest
freezer $125
Brown. Kenmore side
by side refrigerator. 20
years old $295
Large, beige recliner
$99
(270)362-6128
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
COMPUTER desk $99.
round dining table with
leaf and 4 chairs $245,
red suede queen sofa
and chaise chair $399
i270) 362-6128.
MATTRESS &
FURNITURE SALE
CARRA WAY
FURNITURE
& MATTRESSES
105 N. 3RD
753-1502
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
2BR, & lot $11,900.00.
753-6012
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
3BR 1.5 BA $450 00
293-6113
NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866
South Hazel TN
3BR 2BA
492-8526
320
Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom apartments
locations
Various
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes Various
Coleman
locations
Real Estate 753-9898
2BR, IBA Water/trash
$425/mo
included
270-719-1654
3BR/2BA in downtown
Murray. All appliances
and water/trash included $975/month MSU
students love this
large, nice apartment.
8/8
Atailable
(270)978-0698

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD # 711
330
Rooms For Rent
Share my 2 BR home
Ren
Murray.
in
$300/mo includes all
utilities. Call for more
details..(270) 227-6594
340
Houses For Rent
1&2BR houses
270-753-4109
2 BR: appliances, W/D
hookup, central H&A,
$550imo 1 year lease,
1 month deposit No
pets. 753-2259,
(270) 527-8174
2BR house. 12mi south
of Murray. No pets.
$525/mo & $500/dep.
873-9013
2BR, 'IBA, near university, $575/mo.
753-3949
3BR, IBA. Minutes
from the lake. Access
to a boat ramp 822
Rd.
Span
Cross
Murray, KY.
270-978-7839
Extra Nice 3/2BR
Updated w/dishwasher,
hardwood/laminated
pets.
no
floors,
Available immediately.
Close to campus: 1707
Olive.
$1050/mo.
904-250-1581
For Sale or Rent
2BR 1 BA with 30x30
shop and 1 acre
270-227-7919 or
227-7101
NICE 3BR, 2BA house
for rent close to town
Call Bonnie at SBG
Property
Real
LLC
Professionals,
270-753-9999
360
Storage Rentals

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Commercial/retail
spaces at competitive
rates conveniently
located at 400 & 404
N 4th St. Plenty of
customer paved parking.
Spaces ranging from
750-1500sq.ft can be
motified to meet individual business needs.
270-752-0201

1850 St Rt. 1 21S

Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
PREMIER
MIN1STORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Pr

1-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction. New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks.753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

380

Pets is Supplies
Obedience.
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.
Registered Llewellin
Setter male puppy. 11
weeks old. All shots up
to date. $300
(270) 293-5295
410
Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
430
Real Estate

Murray I edger & Times Fair
!lousing Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
is sublest to the federal fair
lousing Act which makes it
illegal to aihertise any preference, limitation tar discrimination based on race, color, religion, •4'., hJfidiCap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make Jny such preferences. limitations or discrintinahon.
State laws torted discrimination
in the saki, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to th0-4- protected
under toderal law

,scent

ant
11ii will knowingit
advertising tor roil estate which
All
law.
the
itt
%natation
is not in
persons are hertilm informed
that all dwelling% adtertised are
on an equal opporto
nay basis.

For further J-iiiitaikAi with

Fair
Housing Ash ertising requirements, iontact NAA Counsel
Refl.: \111.11'1 7.11I 648-1000_

121
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsenterprises.net
or call 270-753-4109
460
Homes For Sale
Brick Home 7.39 acres.
Frontage on Hwy 80 at
Coldwater. 2 BR 1.5 BA
(615) 971-4813
Brick Home, full basement, attached carport,
barn with pasture. 1
Murray.
mile from
Owner financing $5000
down, $145,000.
978-0270 or 227-9885.

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfleld Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

Hill Electric

753-9562
wuw.hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
Junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

inch
Starting at $20
mounted
14, 15. 16

Used Cars
1998
Volkswagen
Jetta. Onginal owners.
5 speed manual transmission. A/C. Runs
well. $118,000 miles.
$1,800. 759-8082

ci

Eleci

Indus

270-293-4256
Brandon's
Outdoor Service
is back Full Time

24
e Now

lawn mowing
shrub trimming
tilling, dirt work
bus11 hogging
(2701978-0543

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE
Free eqintates
Call Kevin at

270-293-4020
Ky Lake

Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured
Visit
kentuckylake
musgMlIngsum

270-873-9916
FRAME S TREE
SERVICE 8,
DEBRIS REMOVAL
•24 Hour
Emergency Service
•Locally owned
•Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

*Trimming

*Firewood
*Insured

(270) 489-2839

Call 753-5606 HALL'S WAIL
MANAGE-All \
490

-Bra

Pas ing. Scalcoating
& Hauling
TONY 'IRA\ is

*Removal

USED TIRES

• Mun
•h
Light:

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
Auto Parts

Fu

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

293-7872
480

if

• Garland

•Stump Grinding

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

Ne

500
Commerical Prop. For Rent

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD I-SOO-545-1833
Ext. 283

0-lards
Debi

VISA

320
Apartments For Rent

I BR front $345
2BR hi-0m $375
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large. 270293-6999
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows
753-4109
Want to buy iunk or
running cars and trucks
and iunk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

Fa

Ci
Give a

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 7534916 ask for Natasha Hutson
p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00
010

Mow f

Thur.12p.m.

Saturday

PLACE YOUR LINE Al) AND rt- WILL APPEAR ON
1.11L wEasrrE Al No EicuLA cIlAtic •F

-Clear

• weekly & special pickup.
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
HOMES BEAUTIFUL)
Home Cleaning
Services. 7yrs of exp
227-7129

SP

ThE
Adve

•
& Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times
530
Services Offered

530

530

Son ices

Mend

SUDOKU

DOUBLE TAKE

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

4-,LANDSCAPES

Concepts Sudoms

I't.

1

Fn. 9 asn
Mon. 9a.rn
Von. 2p.m
TL*.(pit

LANDSCAPES_
•Trimming Hedges New Landscapes
Cleaning Out Existing .Mowing •Push
Mow Newly Sodded Yards •Suburbs
Farming Communities •Estates
OTHER SERVICES
•Hardscapes-Patios • Sodding/Seeding
Debris Cleanup •Pressure Washing

Wed.12 pir

Need References? Got 'em!

Thor.12p.m

Elliot Wright
Call/Text 270-978-8077
Give me a call - I'll give you a quote!

VISA

Trucks
ierra. Short
se step side.
OD - NEW
51,600
978-7008
es Offered

resTiNst,
McCUISTON

UR AD
JLD BE
(E FOR
$75.00
4ONTH
753.1916

lectric
ce 1986
dential &
ninercial
d & Insured
bs - big or
small

Free Estimates

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
ki„%egkg Hand Nailed

Ploofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

GARLAN
RENTAL
if you've got it we can store it"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations.
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights. Electncity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
•Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

,AN CUT
AIN CARE
ectimates
11 Kevin at

-293-4020
y Lake
odeling
izing in kitchen
th remodeling
S & Porches
iy insured
Visit
_luckyJake
•itng,,com

•Asprtait Insta,latici
*Seal coating A,
striping
40 yrs. experience

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

TRELL'S
E SERVICE
Trimming
Removal
imp Grinding
Firewood
-Insured

a)489-2839

°LIS WASTE
ACEMF NT

,s special pickups
y owned/operated
151 •293-2783
293-2784

ES BEAUTIFUL'
Cleaning
es. 7yrs of exp
129

Greg Mansfield

IndestriaI/Commertial/Residential
James C. GallImere
WW W.GECLI.0 NET

,
-J1--144141
11 4
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service
Orr;Speua your money, 0.5 0?

(270) 759-0890

Slate

keep 0 local'

(270) 293-8480

ON!EU

MINI ,„STORAGE

ttltii--

All Size Units III
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
‘11Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(170)193-8686

SMALL BUSINESS
The Backbone Of America

Advertise with us for the best results!
ixl $75 per month
1x1.5 $85 per month
2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month

Call 753-1916
Ask for
Natasha or Molly

873-9916
ME'S TREE
ERVICE &
IIS REMOVAL
*24 Hour
rgency Service
wally owned
tsed & Insured
Ion Frame
'0) 227-3140
'0) 474-0323

Will Clean Houses.
Reasonable Rates.
(731)363-6349

(270)759-0501

g, Sea!coating
Hauling
IV TRAVIS

andon's

The Floor Shop
Carpet re-stretch,carpet, ceramic, laminate,
hardwood,exterior
decking, small remodels, chain link fencing,.
Free Estimates
(270) 978-0789;
(270)906-8126

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

270-753-2905

tAVIS
?HALT

loor Service
ck Full Time
vn mowing
ub trimming
dirt work
sh hogging
70) 978-0543

YOUR mowing needs
Free estimates. Hector
270-227-6638

Over 28 Years
Experience

-9562

293-4256

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured Free esti
mates 436-2562,
227-0267

Jr)(1 Repy.tif

Ilelectric.com
1 A-AFFORDauling. Clean
ges, gutters,
ee work.
b's
onal Tree
Insured
E (8733)
arpentry and
an service. 25
perience. Call
free estimate
-5576

(2 701 226-5444

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

270-293-1924

-1204
Carpentry
on New conhome &
ome repair,
3-0353 Larry

Well be
glad to help!
Fitt-Mit

E
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PAIIEJS
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Man begins swim to Detroit
hauling ton of bricks
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Associated Press
CLAY TOWNSHIP, Mich.
(AP) — The Shark is in the
water — and he will be for a
while.
Long-distance swimmer Jim
Dreyer, who calls himself "The
Shark," jumped into Lake St.
Clair near the Michigan-Canada
border on Monday to begin what
he hopes will be a 22-mile success story — all while hauling a
ton of bricks.
The soon-to-be-50-year-old
plans to come ashore 30 hours
later on Tuesday afternoon at
Detroit's Belle Isle to greet fans,
well-wishers and representatives
of Habitat for Humanity, the
charity that inspired Dreyer to
undertake his latest swim.
A 22-mile swim across Lake
St. Clair is like a dip in the water
for a guy who has direct crossings of all 'five Great Lakes
under his swim belt.
So to make it interesting,
Dreyer is carrying two dinghies
filled with 334 bricks. And he's
swimming solo without a support boat.
At a weight of six pounds per
brick, the motivational speaker
from Byron Center, Mich., is
towing more than 2,000 pounds
behind him. Dreyer calls it his
"train of pain."
After his crew of three loaded
up the dinghies with bricks,
food, drink and other essentials
for the trip Monday morning,
Dreyer waded out into the waters
off of the Clinton River. Boat
Club in Clay Township near
Algonac.
He donned his wetsuit, took a
group photo and the crew affixed
the dinghies to Dreyer's ankles.
He then looked in the distance,
gazing at the Renaissance Center
towers that comprise General
Motors' headquarters.
"Next stop, Detroit," he said,
before hitting the water to the
delight of the onlookers who had
gathered to see him get started.
' Dreyer is swimming with a
GPS tracking device that will
post his position online. It also
comes equipped with a messaging system that allows him to

['his year you could be unusually optimistic and forward-looking. Sometimes you want to radically change your life in some
key way. Other times, you might
want to keep the status quo, as
you know how to make various
parts of your life run in sync
together. If single, you are able
to meet many people. It is likely
that you could meet and be
attracted to someone who might
be emotionally unavailable.
Resist jumping in before you
really know this person. If
attached, the two of you will
benefit from taking some
romantic weekends alone. LEO
is always friendly. Look past
that behavior when dealing with
one.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You could feel challenged by a boss or parent you
respect a lot, but who can
become very controlling. It
seems to be this person's way or
the highway. Meanwhile, your
emotions might flow into your
personal life. You will be doing a
Juggling act of sorts. Tonight:

KATE BRUMBACK
ASSOCIATED PRESS

communicate with the outside
world.
At the touch of a button,
Dreyer can send out three preprogrammed messages.
One lets his crew know he's
OK. A second tells them he's not
and to send a boat to his position.
A third shows that he's in a lifethreatening
situation
and
requires immediate assistance
from the Coast Guard.
He's been in tough situations
befoie, overcoming high waves
during his 60-mile crossing of
Lake Superior and falling ill,
vomiting repeatedly and dropping 20 pounds while swimming
across Lake Huron.
He feels better about his
chances for this swim.
Dreyer has been preparing
since October, doing strength
training, completing 20-mile
swims and at one point towing a
6,000-pound boat in the water.
"I'm confident that if anyone
on this planet can do this, it's
me," Dreyer said with a smile.
Water temperatures are
expected to remain in the 68- to
7I-degree range, which pleased
Dreyer, and he's hoping the
weather remains calm.
The holder of a number of
world records for endurance
swimming, Dreyer said he
expects to set one this time
around for longest distance
swimming while towing a ton of
bricks — a record that doesn't
currently exist.
"Nobody has ever pulled a
ton of bricks any distance," he
said. "Pretty surprising, right?"
Records aside, Dreyer's true
motivation is Habitat for
Humanity of Michigan, with
whom he has helped fund building projects for up to 75 affiliates through his swim fundraising, called the Cornerstone
Strength Swim Campaign.
Engraved commemorative
bricks, including the bricks
towed by Dreyer, are being sold
to support the building project of
th4 purchaser's choice.
As for what's next on Dreyer's
agenda following the "ton of
bricks swim," he's not saying
just yet.
"I'm always coming up with
these crazy ideas," he said.

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday, Aug. 7, 2013:

Defense: Ga. woman
crushed by husband's death
DECATUR, Ga. (AP) —
Andrea Sneiderman was a happily married mother devastated
by her husband's killing, not the
woman prosecutors described as
engaged in a "forbidden
romance" with the boss who
fatally shot her spouse outside a
preschool, defense attorneys
said Monday.
The contrasting portraits of
Sneiderman emerged during
opening statements in her trial
on charges of lying under oath
and hindering the investigation
into her husband's death.
Prosecutors
initially
said
Sneiderman arranged her husband's killing, but murder
charges against her were
dropped.
Sneiderman's husband, Rusty
Sneiderman, was fatally shot in
November 2010 outside a suburban Atlanta preschool. Andrea
Sneiderman's former boss Hemy
Neuman was convicted in the
killing in March 2012, but he
was found to be mentally ill.
Sneiderman has pleaded not
guilty and has repeatedly denied
any romantic relationship with
Neuman.
--DeKalb County prosecutor
Kellie Hill told the jury that evidence in the case will show that
soon after Andrea Sneiderman
took a job at General Electric,
she formed a friendship with
Neuman that quickly blossomed
into a romantic relationship. But
because she was married with
young children, she felt conflicted about their relationship and
was hot and cold with Neuman,
Hill said.
Emails the state plans to present show "she feels torn between
her reality and her desires," Hill
said.
Andrea Sneiderman had willingly participated in a relationship with Neuman, sharing deep
personal secrets with him, sending him photos of her children,
and sharing kisses and other
physical contact with him during
business trips, Hill said. But she
failed to tell police about her
relationship with Neuman and
failed to tell them she suspected
he might be involved, Hill said.
"If the police had known
about the relationship, they
would have known why someone wanted Rusty dead," she
said.

Andrea Sneiderman also lied
under oath during Neuman's trial
last year, denying the romantic
relationship and lying about
when she found out her husband
had been shot, Hill said. As she
was driving to the preschool
after getting a call from an
employee there about an emergency, she called her father-inlaw and told him his son had
been shot, even though no one
had told her that yet. Hill said.
"The evidence will show a
forbidden romance that ends in
murder. silence despite her suspicion, and lies to conceal the
truth from her family, from her
friends, from the police and
from a jury," Hill said as she
urged the jury to find Andrea
Sneiderman guilty.
Defense attorney Tom Clegg
told jurors
that
Andrea
Sneiderman told police the day
after her husband's killing that
Neuman had tried to break up
her family.
Andrea Sneiderman was happily married, brushed aside
advances from Neuman at work
and never complained to human
resources because she didn't
want to create problems for herself and couldn't imagine he
would do harm. Clegg said.
"The bottom line is Hemy
Neuman was a pest. Harty
Neuman was a nuisance. Hemy
Neuman,to this woman, was not
a threat," Clegg said.
Andrea Sneiderman cooperated with police and suggested
Neuman might have been
involved, Clegg said.
She was so broken up over
her husband's death that, on
what would have been their 10th
wedding anniversary, she put on
her wedding dress and went to
the synagogue in Florida where
they got married, hoping to feel
his spirit, Clegg said.
During Neuman's monthlong
trial last year, the focus was
often on Andrea Sneiderman.
She was grilled by lawyers on
both sides and responded with
occasional hostility and emotion
to questions from both sets of
lawyers.
The state's first witness was a
human resources manager at
General Electric. Prosecutors
asked him about the company's
policy for reporting harassment,
and the defense questioned him
about whether he'd ever been
aware of any inappropriate contact between Neuman and
Andrea Sneiderman.

by Jacqueline Bigar
Relax.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your perspective Could
change radically ,after a discussion forces your hand. You might
wonder how you are going to be
able to cover all the ground you
need to cover. Listen to news
from a friend. You might want to
chat with this person more openly. Tonight: As you like it.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Use extreme caution with
your finances. You could be juggling more than you normally
would like. Your ability to get past
problems is well known. You
have an extraordinary amount of
resilience, but why push it? A
partner clearly wants what he or
she wants. Tonight: Your treat.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You might be in a positive, buoyant mood, but a friend
could be in the mood to play
power games. Use caution with
your word choice. The only way
to win a power play is not to play;
don't give this person any type of
reaction. Tonight: Do what
makes you happy.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You might want to express
your dismay at everything that is
happening. You will want to take
your time and sort out how much
you are projecting into the situation, as well as how much is
directed at you. Tonight: Do what
you can, and don't put any
unnecessary pressure on yourself.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

**** You might want to consider taking a different approach
or finding a new way of dealing
with a rebellious -- and sometimes vindictive -- loved one. You
certainly do not seem to be getting the results you desire.
Tonight: Hang with people who
have positive vibes.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might want to try a
new approach and avoid having
to deal with a very grumpy associate. You could find that you are
overwhelmed by everything you
have to do. Try to take care of
any errands or work that you
can, then complete the rest.
Tonight: Head home first.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You understand people
who are controlling better than
they understand themselves -possibly because you have the
same trait. If you detach, you
could find this situation amusing.
The smart move is not to get tangled up in this web, no matter
what. Tonight: Chat the night
away.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** You Could feel as if you are
right about a money venture and
everyone else is wrong. Truth be
told, you are your best and
biggest supporter, so follow your
instincts. If you care about your
relationships, try to see the validity in what others share Tonight
Till the wee hours.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You Could be pushing peo-

ple away left and right with your
authoritarian attitude. Try to minimize this behavior, even if you
are the boss. If you do, others
will demonstrate more resilience.
Think before you speak. Tonight:
Accept a dear friend's or loved
one's offer.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might want to try
something else or do something
differently. You might witness, or
perhaps even participate, in the
clash of wills around you.
Sometimes it is difficult for you to
pull away from such intensity. It
would serve you well to do so
now. Tonight: With a favorite person.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your plans could go up in
smoke because one person
wants things one way and someone else wants it his or her way.
You might need to use your
unusual resourcefulness in order
to find a resolution. Everyone will
be happier as a result. Tonight
Work till the wee hours.
BORN TODAY
Actress Charlize Theron (1975),
actor David Duchovny (1960),
actress Billie Burke (1884)
•••
Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
Internet at wwwiacquellneblgar.com.
(c) 2013 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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Help is plentiful for military
veterans going back to school

Looking Back
Ten years ago
A floral American flag was pictured growing at the residence of
Carolyn and Johnny Reagan on
Fairlane Drive in Murray.
A check for S9,100, proceeds
from the 2003 Freedom Fest
Concert, was presented to United
Way of Murray. Pictured making
the donation were Greg DeLaney,
Mark Kennedy. Danny Kingins,
Peggy Billington, Dr. Jay Morgan.
Dave Watson and Jay Housden.
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Blood Bank recognized
donors who had reached a specific
gallon mark in their personal history of donating blood. Among
those recognized. Mike Faihst had
donated three gallons, John
Painter. Patricia Kelling and
Bobby Galloway had donated four
gallons, Kevin Koehn had donated
five gallons. and Jerry Riley had
donated six gallons.
Randy Finch recently made a
hole-in-one on the No. 5 hole at
Sullivan's Par 3 Golf & Sports
Center. Pictured with Finch were
his playing partners. Will Pitman
and Taylor Pierce.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County High School
juniors Susan Potts and Allison
Hocking were pictured picking up
their schedules for the 1993-94
school year. Assisting them were
Valerie Shelton, senior. and Karen
Paul. secretary.
Trudy Baker. Murray State
University special events coordinator. spoke to the Rotary Club
about the Murray connection to
Scotland.
Attending a meeting of the
Murray
National
Unit of
Hairdressers and Cosmetologists
were Mary Ann McCuiston. Vicki
Singleton. Wanda Brown. Becky
Hammonds, Chaney Sutherland.
Carol Hill. Kay Dalton, Brenda
Lawson. Tammy Sheppard and
Melissa Parker.
Murray resident Stephanie
Sammons was accepted to Freed-

Hardeman University for the /993
fall semester.
DEAR ABBY: This letter is who find vets to be great stuThirty years ago
for "Torn in Milford, Conn."(May dents:
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Beaman
16i. I returned to college after
DEAR ABBY: I'm concerned
prepared to celebrate their 50th
20 years of active duty and know that there may be more going on
anniversary on Aug. 2.
firsthand how difficult the transi- with "Torn" than just that he/she
Births reported included a boy to
tion can be. Most universities have doesn't fit in with peers in school.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Ellison. July 27: a veterans' service office where Being a combat vet and feeling
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ross
he might be able to connect with disconnected from peers or havMeloan. July 28; and a boy to Mr. students with similar backgrounds ing a desire to return to what
and experi- they knew before (security work)
and Mrs. Tony Triplett. July 30.
ences to his. is a sign of IYTSD. Missing work
Forty years ago
There should is often "code" for survivor's guilt.
Members of the Acers Too
also be chap- ("If I could go back and make it
women's softball team were Mona
ters of the right, perhaps my buddy would
Steely. Donna Miller. Tammy
American be here. or I would be with my
Boone. Penny Terhune, Leslie
Legion and buddy.")
Wilferd, Shirley Wilferd, Jaina
the Veterans
There are services available for
Washer. Lisa Rogers. Chary!
of
Foreign vets suffering from PTSD if they
Mathes. Gale Broach, Mary Ann
Wars where recognize the need to reach out
Littleton and Sandy Hargrove.
he can meet for them. Also, if this vet is using
Murray residents Mrs. Agnes
others.
his/her educational benefits, then
McDaniel and Mrs. Betty Riley
I was for- the chances of there being a trainhad returned home after representtunate that the ing plan to help in readjustment
By Abigail
ing the Rho Chapter of the Alpha
university I is likely. -- VET WHO MADE
Van
Buren
Delta Kappa sorority at the interattended (at IT THROUGH
national meeting held in Miami
age 451 had a dorm floor specifDEAR ABBY: I am a longBeach. Fla.
ically for "nontraditional" students time college professor. Many bright
Fifty years ago
like me. In classes, I was able to students, young and old, have simGovernors of four states and
make friends because my unique ilar complaints. "Torn." you sound
members of their staffs were
experiences enabled me to con- like a great student, as many vets
nect to the material in ways are. Try evening classes. They're
scheduled to meet at Kentucky
younger students could not, and usually available to any enrolled
Dam Village State Park today to
by sharing those connections, peo- student and are the same coursdiscuss the routing of Interstate
ple got to know me. Starting over es taught in day sections. Stu24.
-- starting something new -- is dents enrolled in these classes are
Births reported at the Murray
always difficult, but no education mostly working adults who are
Hospital during the past week
more dedicated.
included a girl to Mr. and Mrs. is ever wasted.
If he does want to explore a
See if your college has online
Edd Maddox and a boy to Mr. and
career in security, "Torn" should courses, so you won't have to
Mrs. Jerry Kirkland.
take a part-time job while attend- deal with the students in person,
Sixty years ago
ing school to help cover expens- although you may have to take
Mrs. Rob Ray was seen on telees: universities always need high- part in online discussions. Check
vision Aug. 3 by many Murray
ly skilled employees, and univer- out your college's career services
people as she filed past the
sity towns are filled with venues office and find a part-time job.
remains of Senator Robert Taft in
that require such skills. That being This will give you a different
Capitol
the
Building
at
said, a diploma will get him fur- peer group. plus give you some
Washington. D.C. She and her
ther in his future. -- NONTRA- experience in your field. Your colhusband were on vacation in that
DITIONAL STUDENT, EKALA- lege's veterans' office may also
area.
KA, MONT.
have helpful resources for you.
Six Murray boys, Sam Bates.
DEAR NONTRADITIONAL
I hope these ideas will help
A.W. Simmons Jr.. Morris STUDENT: Thank you for shar- your college experience to be more
ing your personal experience. Your pleasant and productive. -- DR.
Hadden, Joe Hadden, Bob
support and encouragement for M. IN OKLAHOMA CITY
Overbey and Don Overbey, were
•••••
to leave August 10 on an 800-mile "Torn" to complete his college
education was endorsed by many
Dear Abby was founded by
trip called the Lincoln Trail
other vets and college professors. Pauline Phillips.
Expedition.

Dear Abby

Today in History
By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Aug. 6. the
218th day. 4.2013.-There are 147
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On August 6. 1945. during
World War II. the United States
dropped an atomic bomb on
Hiroshima. Japan. resulting in an
estimated 140.000 deaths.
On this date:
In 1862. the Confederate ironclad CSS Arkansas was scuttled
by its crew on the Mississippi
River near Baton Rouge. La.. to
prevent capture by the Union.

tion, her people's motto remained,
"No surrender."
In 1965. President Lyndon B.
Johnson signed the Voting Rights
Act.
In 1978, Pope Paul VI died at
Castel Gandolfo at age 80.
In 1993. Louis Freeh won Senate confirmation to be FBI director.
Ten years ago: Actor Arnold
Schwarzenegger used an appearance on NBC's "The Tonight Show
with Jay Leno" to announce his
successful bid to replace California Gov. Gray Davis.
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I'm a
woman in my 50s. I've always
had a healthy sex drive, but lately it's gone bye-bye. What could
be wrong'?
DEAR READER: There aren't
a lot of people with a take-it-orleave-it attitude about sex We are
sexual creatures, and for most of
our lives, we are well aware of
having sexual
desire
So
when
you
notice that its
just not there,
it is upsetting
Many
women report
a loss of sexual
desire
One huge surDr. Komaroff sey of women
in
different
By
countries
Dr. Anthony
found
that
Komaroff
more than 30
percent of women report this problem, to the point that it causes
them distress. Loss of desire is
most frequent among women in
the 45-65 age group, and then
tapers off after age 65.
There are many reasons for a
decline in a person's sex drive,
some physical and some psychological. A decline in the production of estrogen with menopause
is one reason, and most U.S.
women enter menopause in their
early 50s. The "male" hormones.
androgens, are also made by
women, in lower amounts. They
are important in generating sexual desire.
A substantial fraction of female
androgens are made by the ovaries.
While female androgen levels
remain relatively constant after
menopause, removal of the ovaries
(surgical menopause) can cause
testosterone, the main type of
androgen, to drop, and with it.
sexual desire.
While sexual desire declines
somewhat in
women after
menopause, a sudden drop for no

good reason merits a trip to your
doctor. He or she will look for
physical causes to explain your
diminished sex drive. Many chronic medical conditions can impinge
on desire. So, too, can treatments
for these conditions. Low libido
may also stem from chronic pain
that causes discomfort during intercourse. A common cause of such
pain is the condition called
endomemosis
If there are no ohs ious physical causes to address, your doctor will explore your attitudes and
feelings about sex. For example.
has your relationship with your
partner changed recently? Your
doctor will also ask about depression, self-image. stress and fatigue.
If there may be a psychological or relationship issue, one
option is sex therapy. The therapist may suggest that both you
and your significant other participate. You will be encouraged to
explore any negative feelings that
may surround sex. Relationshipbuilding exercises may be recommended to increase trust, communication and sensual awareness
You may also be taught stressreduction techniques.
Medical treatments are also
available. One option is hormone
treatment with testosterone. As
testosterone levels decline with age.
a woman's sexual interest and
responsiveness may also drop off.
Another medical option is
bupropion. This antidepressant may
increase sexual desire and arousal even if you don't have depres-,,
sion. It can also counter the negative sexual side effects of other
antidepressant medications.
Finally, an experimental drug
called flibanserin appears to boost
female sexual desire. However. it
has not been FDA-approved to treat
low libido in women.
Most of my female patients
who have experienced distressing
lack of sexual desire have been
helped by one of mine of these
treatments.
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OLD OIL
pressure reading when taken in a three to four days before you wash
MAY BRING
medical office. A lot of people the rug. Use a white paint to
THE HEAT
are nervous when at the doctor's! make sure it doesn't stain the
e a r Here is a hint: First, get to the floor. The paint will wear out at
Readers: If doctor's office early .so you are some point: then just re-apply. —
you change not rushed and stressed. Take calm- Heloise
your own car ing, measured breaths, and try to PLASTIC SILVERWARE
oil. what do relax. When called to be tested.
Dear Heloise: I have too much
you do with make sure you sit for at least five plastic silverware, so I use it in
the OLD OIL? minutes before your pressure is the garden as plant markers. It
Oil can end up taken. Have your blood pressure may look strange and funny, but
in landfills, taken at least two to three times it's a great help in the spring
storm drains, sewers and other on the same arm. This should give when you look for plants coming
places that it should not go if a more accurate reading. If still up. — An Aberdeen, S.D.. Readyou don't recycle it correctly.
having high readings, ask about er
There are many collection cen- at-home monitoring. — Heloise
HANDY HELPER
tersfor householdliazardous waste. NONSLIP RUGS
Dear Heloise: The best advice
You can take the oil to gas staDear Heloise: Many years ago, I have ever gotten from you is
tions or quick oil-change places. there was a hint for keeping throw to use a rubber band to open
or repair shops will usually take rugs from slipping. It involved water bottles, soft-drink bottles or
if without charge. Collect the oil
painting some 'substance on the any kind of bottles. This hint
in a leakproof'container (such as worn-out backing. but I'm not works and has never failed me'
sure what it was. I used the rem- Thank you! — L.W. in Arkansas
a plastic milk or juice jug).
Recycled 'oil can be taken to edy, and it was a perfect solurefineries. reproce.ssed and used tion, as one could easily shake
Send a money-saving or timefor heat or to generate electrici- the rugs without fooling with a saving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
ty. According to the, American nonslip mat to keep the rugs 795000, can Antonio, TX 78279Petroleum Institute. just two gal- 'secure. — Barbara M.. Columbus, 5000, or you can fax it to Ilons of recycled oil can be used Ohio
210-HELOISE or email it to
Barbara. you are remembering Heloise(at)Heloise.com. 1 can't
to make enough electricity to run
a typical household for nearly a a hint to paint the bottom of rugs answer your letter personally but
with a special paint that puffs as will use the best hints received
24-hour period! — Heloise
it dries. Available online or in in my column.
WHITE-COAT SYNDROME
Dear Readers: Does your blood craft stores, the paint can be paintpressure rise when at the doctor's ed or sprayed on. The paint "puffs
(02013 by Xing Features Synoffice? Many people have ."white- up" when you heat it with a hair dicate Inc.
coat .syndronie.- a higher blood- dryer and isfast-drying. Wait about
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Sudden drop in sex drive
merits trip to the doctor

Hints From Heloise
In 1926, Gertrude Ederle
became the first woman to swim
the English Channel. arriving in
Kingsdown, England. from France
in 141
/
2 hours.
In 1930. New York State
Supreme Court Justice Joseph
Force Crater went missing after
leaving a Manhattan restaurant:
his disappearance remains a mystery.
In 1942, Queen Wilhemina of
the Netherlands became the first
reigning queen to address a joint
session of Congress. telling lawmakers that despite Nazi occupa-
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Director Jackson
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Expert, for short
Stopped fasting
Remote
Wed in secret
Formal observances
Glasgow native
Aspen feature
Receipt line
Little laborer
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Prepare
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Panache
Cash drawers
Slugger's need
Take to court
Assam export
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MSU SOCCER

Former two
time All-SEC
goalkeeper
joins
women's
soccer staff
MSU Sports Information
Vanessa Phillips-Bosshart, a
two-time
All-Southeastern
Conference
selection
at
Tennessee, has joined the
Murray State women's soccer
staff as an assistant coach that
will work primarily with the
goalkeepers, head coach Beth
Acreman
announced
on
Monday.
One of the most prolific
goalkeepers in Lady Vol history. Phillips-Bosshart comes to
Murray after spending last season as a coach for the Sporting
Blue Valley Soccer Club in
Overland Park, Kan. Prior to
her stint with Sporting By,she
served as an assistant at
Arkansas for the 2010 and
2011 seasons and at North
Floxida from 2007-2009. She
currently holds national and
advanced goalkeeping diplomas from the National Soccer
Coaches
Association
of
America.
"We are really excited about
adding Vanessa to our coaching
is See SOCCER, 10A

UK FOOTBALL

Quarterback
is focus as
UK opens
practice
GARY B. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Jalen Whitlow, Maxwell Smith
and Patrick Towles will have
equal opportunities to prove
they're capable of being
Kentucky's starting quarterback.
Wildcats coaches wouldn't
complain if one from this trio
quickly tilts the scales in their
favor.
Uppermost in new coach
Mark Stoops' varied agenda to
rebuild the program is finding
someone to execute offensive
coordinator Neal Brown's passoriented "Air Raid" scheme.
The coaches haven't ruled out
using multiple signal-callers as
In See WILDCATS, 10A

MLB

MSU

FOOTBALL

Racers'
A-Rod gets 211-game ban homecoming
RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Defiant till the end, Alex
Rodriguez is intent on evading
baseball's most sweeping punishment since the Black Sox
scandal.
Rodriguez was suspended
through 2014 and All-Stars
Nelson Cruz,Jhonny Peralta and
Evenh Cabrera were banned 50
games apiece Monday when
Major League Baseball disciplined 13 players for their relationship to Biogenesis of
America, a Florida anti-aging
clinic accused of distributing
banned performance-enhancing
drugs.
The harshest penalty was
reserved for Rodriguez,the New
York Yankees slugger, a threetime Most Valuable Player and
baseball's highest-paid star. He
said he will appeal his suspension, which covers 211 games,
by Thursday's deadline. And
since
arbitrator
Fredric
Horowitz isn't expected to rule
until November or December at
the earliest. Rodriguez was free
to make his season debut
Monday night and play the rest
PAUL BEATY / AP PHOTO
of this year.
Sidelined since hip surgery in Yankees' Alex Rodriguez is greeted as he walks onto U.S. Cellular Field before a baseJanuary. Rodriguez rejoined the ball game against the Chicago White Sox in Chicago, Monday, Aug. 5, 2013. Rodriguez
Yankees five hours after the sus- was suspended through 2014.
pension in a series opener at the
Chicago White Sox, scheduled pension last month and previous it he didn't fight for his career. ing to cover up his violations of
the program by engaging in a
to play third base and bat fourth. penalties bring to 18 the total no one else would.
A-Rod's drug penalty was for course of conduct intended to
"The last seven months has number of players sanctioned
been a nightmare, has been for their connection with "his use and possession of obstruct and frustrate the office
numerous forms of prohibited of the commissioner's investigaprobably the worst time of my Biogenesis.
At
the
center
of
it
all
was
performance-enhancing
sub- tion."
life for sure," Rodriguez said.
Rodriguez, once the greatest stances, including testosterone
In Chicago, Rodriguez
The other 12 players agreed
player of his time, reduced and human growth hormone wouldn't deny using PEN,sayto their 50-game penalties
Monday night to saying that he over the course of multiple ing "when the time is right, there
before they were announced,
was humbled, at 38, just to years," MLB said.
will be an opportunity to do all
giving them a chance to return
"have the opportunity to put on
His punishment under the of that. I don't think that time is
for the playoffs.
this uniform again" and adding labor contract was "for attempt01See A-ROD, AM
Ryan Braun's 65-game sus-

SOCCER

Teen pleads guilty in Utah soccer ref death
BRADY McCOMBS
Associated Press
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
'teenager charged with killing
a Utah soccer referee because
he didn't like the man's call
during a game pleaded guilty
Monday to a charge of homicide by assault in a case that
brought new attention to the
issue of violence and sportsmanship in athletics.
The plea deal was hashed
out between the teen's attorneys and prosecutors as the
judge planned to hear testimony to decide if the 17-year-old
suspect would be tried in juvenile or adult court. Under the
deal, prosecutors agreed to
keep the case in juvenile court.
A judge sentenced the
teenager to juvenile prison.
leaving how much time he'll
spend there to a juvenile parole
board. The maximum would be
just more than three years until

he turns 21, but the parole he's improving himself so that them he knows how much pain
board has the authority to let he's reminded constantly of the he has caused them.
him out sooner, said Patricia pain he caused the family.
"I'm sorry for everything
Cassell, a Salt Lake County
Two of Portillo's daughters I've done," he said.
Later, the teen's mother
deputy district attorney.
spoke in court Monday, telling
Police say the teenager the teenager that taking their issued a tearful apology to the
punched 46-year-old Ricardo father away has destroyed the Portillos in Spanish, saying her
son never had any trouble and
Portillo once in the head on family.
April 27 after the referee called
"I don't think you'll ever was a good child until this incia foul on him. Portillo died understand how much pain and dent.
Hornak noted the teen is a
after a weeklong coma, leaving suffering you made us go
taking
behind three daughters.
through," said Ana Portillo, 21. good student —
The teenager, whose name looking at the teenager. "We Advanced Placement classes
The Associated Press is with- just wish you had taken a deep — with no previous criminal
holding due to his age, was breath before you did what you record. But she also underscored the seriousness of the
charged with homicide by did. You have to change."
assault, a count issued when an
After Portillo's daughters crime and said she was most
attack unintentionally causes spoke. the teen told the judge troubled that he acted so viohe acted impulsively and takes lently toward a person that did
death.
"I was frustrated at the ref full responsibility for his nothing to provoke him.
Cassell, the Salt Lake
and caused his death," the actions. Handcuffed and wearteenager said, speaking softly, ing an orange prison shirt, he County deputy district attorney. said prosecutors viewed
when Juvenile Court Judge spoke calmly and slowly.
He told the judge he aims to the deal as fair. Prosecutors
Kimberly Hornak asked him
get his high school degree and previously said they wanted the
what happened.
Hornak ordered him to put study chemical engineering in boy tried as an adult due to the
up a picture in his cell of college. He then looked seriousness of what happened
Portillo and write his daughters straight at Portillo's daughters, and because he will turn 18 in
a letter every week about how seated in the front row,and told less than three months.

SEC FOOTBALL

Off-field issues cloud A&M camp
KRISTIE RIEKEN
AP Sports Writer

10

KAREN WARREN tAP Photo
Texas A&M quarterback Johnny Manziel(2) stands on the
sideline during the first hail of the Aggles' Maroon &
White spring game.

COLLEGE STATION,Texas
(AP) — Johnny Football is practicing with Texas A&M.
Whether he starts the season
opener is another question.
Coach Kevin Sumlin on
Monday said he would not speculate when asked if Johnny
Manziel will be his starter on
Aug. 31 against Rice following
an ESPN report that the NCAA
is investigating whether the
Heisman Trophy winner was
paid for signing hundreds of
autographs last January.
"There's a lot of people
involved in that decision,"
Sumlin said without being specific.
If Manziel was paid for his
autograph on memorabilia, it
could potentially violate NCAA
amateurism rules and put his eligibility in question a year after
his jaw-dropping performance

on the field made him the first party in the past couple of
freshman to win the Heisman as months.
The 20-year-old sophomore
college football's top player.
Speaking to the media as the calmly answered question after
team began preseason practices, question at SEC media days last
Sumlin said he learned of the month, acknowledging his
eventful offseason and indicatESPN report Sunday.
For now, Manziel will lead ing he needed to make better
the Aggies. But his coach is decisions because he's such a
clearly thinking of backups, too. public figure.
"I don't feel like I've done
"He'll get as many reps as he
was going to get yesterday," anything that's catastrophic,"
Sumlin said of Manziel, before Maziel said then. "Of course,
adding: "We've got to develop a I've made my mistakes. It's time
backup quarterback no matter to grow up."
Last week, Manziel tweeted:
what."
The report is just the latest in "I ain't perfect. I ain't insane but
a string of off-the-field distrac- I AM worth it.. if there's one
thing I am worth it."
tions caused by Manziel.
The antics have overshadHe's made headlines for
tweeting that he "can't wait to owed what is expected to be a
leave College Station," despite banner year for Texas A&M.
having three years of eligibility The Aggies are coming off an
remaining, he allegedly over- 11-2 record in their first season
slept at a football camp run by in the SEC after moving from
the Manning family and was the Big 12,a year highlighted by
supposedly kicked out of a Manziel leading Texas A&M to
in See MANZIEL 10A
University of Texas fraternity

game
selected as
OVC "Game
of the Week"
MSU Sports Information
The
Murray
State
Homecoming football game
against Austin Peay on Oct. 19
has been selected as the Ohio
Valley Conference "Game of
the Week" and will be carried
exclusively on ESPN3, the
league
office
announced
Monday. Kickoff for the game
is set for 3 p.m.
The game is part of a ninegame schedule that will feature
each of the nine OVC footballplaying institutions at least
once during the season. It will
include eight Conference
matchups and one non-conference game.
The games will be produced
by WebStream Sports, an
Indianapolis-based company,
which is a proven leader in
video production, streaming
video and content creation. The
company. founded in 2006,
produces more than 1,000
events annually and has also
served as a web streaming consultant for the OVC for the past
year. The OVC and WebStream
have agreed to a three-year
•See FOOTBALL 10A

LOUISVILLE
FOOTBALL

RB Dyer
has short
leash at
Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Michael Dyer will have to follow
a strict code of conduct playing
for Louisville.
Cardinals coach Charlie
Strong said Monday that the former Auburn running back must
sign a behavior contract and be
subject to a zero-tolerance policy
as conditions of joining the program.
Dyer rushed for more than
11300 yards in each of his two
seasons at Auburn but was dismissed and transferred to
Arkansas State, where he never
played after a March 2012 traffic
stop for speeding that also
revealed a gun and drugs in his
car. He wasn't charged with a
11See CARDINALS, 10A

PREP TRACK
81 HELD

Campbell,
Lowe place
top 10
nationally
STAFF REPORT
High's
Grace
Murray
Calloway
Campbell
and
County's Lily Lowe recently
traveled to national track and
field events and finished
among the top 10 in the nation
at their respective events.
Campbell went to Detroit,
Mich. July 27 and 30 for the
2013 AAU Junior Olympic
Games. She placed third in the
high jump at 5'4- and finished
is See TRACK, 10A
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Greensboro, NC. for the 3013
USATF
National
Junior
Olympic Track & Field
Championships.
Lowe placed seventh in the
high-jump at 5'I"in the 15 and
16-year-old girls division.

their quarterback.
"He still has all leadership
qualities he displayed last year,
he's being more vocal now, he's
taking on more of the leadership
responsibilities," running back
Ben Malena said. "The off the
field issues doesn't bother us not
one bit when it comes to a team
aspect."
Manziel and the rest of the
Aggies had their first practice
late Monday afternoon. If the
problems were weighing on
Manziel, it was hard to tell. by
watching him on the field.
He laughed and talked with
teammates before they lined up
to stretch. The Aggies practice
to music and when the first song
of the day, the track "Versace"

by Migos featuring Manziel's
buddy rapper Drake came on,
the quarterback looked carefree
as he bobbed his head and
bounced to the catchy tune.
The media were only allowed
to watch the first 20 minutes of
practice and there were no full
team drills during that time.
Manziel threw a few. passes
while the quarterbacks and
receivers worked alone on a section of the field surrounded by
dozens of reporters.
While Sumlin is working
through the Manziel situation,
he noted that a much more difficult task was talking to his team
about the recent death of defensive lineman Polo Manukainiu.
who was killed in a New Mexico

ately got online and looked up
his past quarterbacks' statistics,
everything," said Whitlow, who
started Kentucky's final seven
games last season.
"It's the same offense I've run
since ninth grade. 1 had to get
familiar with the offense, but
my game wouldn't change.
Mainly, I've had to work on my
footwork and delivering the
pass with more zip by getting
my body toward the target."
Whitlow might be the early
favorite after completing 17 of
28 passes for 193 yards and two
touchdowns in the Blue/White
spring game. In listing each
candidate's
strengths
on
Monday.
Brown
noted
Whitlow's playmaking ability,
athleticism and composure, the
last asset gained through adversity after being thrust into duty
following Smith's season-ending ankle injury.
"Even though the end results
didn't show it, he got better as it
went on last year," said Brown.
alluding to Whitlow's 1-6 record
as a starter.
Smith is the most experienced of the group, playing
eight games with three starts in

2011 and starting four last seaBrown also had praise for 6son before the injury. He's very 2, 219-pound freshman Reese
familiar
with
spread-type Phillips, a fourth candidate who
offenses and showed promise enrolled early in January.
last fall by completing nearly However, it's clear who the
69% of his throws for 975 yards main choices are, and the coach
and eight touchdowns.
will be watching each to see
Staying healthy remains the who moves the needle most i h
biggest question about the 6- the process.
foot-4, 218-pound Smith. A
Failing that, Brown is open
shoulder injury sidelined him to rotating QBs. He noted South
against Florida last year before Carolina coach Steve Spurrier's
he returned the next week success with multiple choices
against South Carolina and was and said there are times when
knocked out for the year with success is possible by committhe injury.
tee.
Fully recovered now, Smith
Kentucky's objective is
aims to stay that way.
choosing one to lead it, and
"I'm stronger than I've ever Brown promises to be fair and
been, really," said Smith, who's diligent in deciding without
also working on pointing his allowing it to become a controfeet toward the receiver. "I love versy.
the training, from the sled poles
"I don't think any of those
to the medicine-ball throws to guys are jealous by nature,"
the 30-minute warm-up we have Brown said. "I think they are
every morning. Everything's really good, solid human
different."
beings.
In Towles, Brown sees a
"This is going to be about
player with a strong arm and we, not about me. This is how
more mobility than he's given the reps are going to be distribcredit for. That could be due to uted and everybody is going to
Tow le' focus on footwork and get an opportunity to prove
reads iri hopes of extending themselves. The most producplays.
tive guy will win."

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can'
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Wednesday
Oakland at Coannati 12 35 pm
Baltimore at San Diego 3 40 p m
Atlanta at Washington 705 pm
Chicago Cubs at Philadelphia 705 p m
Miami at Pittsburgh 7 05 p m

Stale Auto

Colorado at NY Meta, 7 10 p.m
LA Dodgers at St Louse. 8 15 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Anima 940 p m
Milwaukee at San Francisco, 10 15 p.m.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Today
Detroit (Verlander 11-8) at Cleveland
)Masterson 13-7) 7 05 p m
Oakland (Stragy 6-5) at Cincinnati (Labs
10-3) 7 10 p m
Boston (S Wnght 2-0) at Houston (Lyles
4-5) 810 pm
Minnesota (Albers 0-0) at Kansas City
(Shields 6-7) 8 10 la m
N Y Yankees (Kuroda 10-6) at Chicago
White Sox (Saki 6-11), 8.10 pm
Tampa Bay (Hellickson 10-4) at Arizona
Miley 8-8) 9
Pm
Texas (Dervish 10-5) at LA Angels
Richards 3-4), 10-05 p.m
Baltimore (B Norris 7-9) at San Diego
(Volquez 8-8), 10 10 p m
Toronto (Jo Johnson 1-8) at Seattle
IF Hernandez 11-4), 10 10 p m

•Track...
From Page 9A
seventh in the pentathlan with
2564 points.
Campbell competed in the
14-year-old girls division.
Lowe
headed
to

111 A-Rod...
From Page 9A
right now."
He added: "It's been the
toughest fight of my life. By any
means, am 1 out of the woods?
This is probably just phase two
just starting. It's not going to get
easier. It's probably going to get
harder."
Rodriguez admitted four
years ago that he used PEDs
while with Texas from 2001-03
but has repeatedly denied using
them since.
"I am disappointed with the
penalty and intend to appeal and
fight this through the process. I
am eager to get back on the field
and be with my teammates in
Chicago tonight," Rodriguez
said in a statement.
Yankees
manager
Joe
Girardi, minutes after losing
captain Derek Jeter for the third
time this year, was ready to welcome A-Rod back. "I'm not here
to judge people. It's not my job,"
Girardi said. "He's a player as
long as he's in our clubhouse."
Girardi called the suspensions "another black eye for us,
but we're trying to clean this
game up."
The suspensions are thought
to be the most at once for offfield conduct since 1921, when
Commissioner
Kenesaw
Mountain Landis banned eight
Chicago White Sox players for
life for throwing the 1919 World
Series against Cincinnati:

Haverstock Insurance Agency

MLB
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Today
Atlanta (Teheran 6-5) at Washington
IG Gonzalez 7-4i 7 05 p m
Chicago Cubs (E Jackson 7-11) at
Philadelphia (K Kencinck 9-8), 705 pm
Miami (H Alvarez 2-1) at Pittsburgh
(Locke 9-3) 7 05 P
Colorado (Chanyood 7-4) at N Y Mets
(A4eve 1-1) 7 10 p m
Oakland (Straily 6-5) at Cincinnati (Labs
10-3) 7 10 p m
LA Dodgers (Kershaw 10-6) at St Louis
(J Kelly 2-3) 8 15 pm
Tampa Bay (Hellickson 10-4) at Arizona
(Miiey 8-8) 9 40 p m
Baltimore (B Horns 7-9) at San Diego
(Volquez 8-8) 10 10 p m
Milwaukee(W Peralta 7-1i) at San
Francisco )M Cain 7-6) 10 15 pm

Murray Ledger & Times

Shoeless Joe Jackson. Eddie
Cicotte, Happy Felsh, Chick
Gandil, Fred McMullen,Charles
"Swede" Risberg, Buck Weaver
and Claude "Lefty" Williams.
They had been suspended by the
team the previous year and were
penalized by baseball even
though they had been acquitted
of criminal charges.
As for the modern-day AllStars. Cruz, an outfielder, leads
Texas in RBIs and Peralta has
been a top hitter and shortstop
for Detroit, a pair of teams in the
midst of pennant races. They
will be eligible to return for the
postseason.
Others agreeing to 50-game
bans included Yankees catcher
Francisco Cervelli and outfielder
Fernando
Martinez;
Philadelphia pitcher Antonio
Bastardo; Seattle catcher Jesus
Montero; New York Mets
infielder Jordany Valdespin and
titufielder
Cesar
Puello.
Houston
pitcher
Sergio
Escalona. and free agent pitchers Fautino De Los Santos and
Jordan Norberto.
While the players' association has fought many drug
penalties in the past three
decades, attitudes of its membership have shifted sharply in
recent years and union staff
encouraged settlements in the
Biogenesis probe.
"The accepted suspensions
announced today are consistent

•Manziel...
car crash along with two others.
"It was not an easy topic,"
Sumlin said. "It's one of the
hardest things a coach has to
deal with. In a way getting back
together as a group and getting
back in the routine, going out on
the field today, somehow. that
might help. Because these guys
share the same kind of emotions
the same kind of feelings for a
guy that they cared very, very
deeply about."
He also said starting' defensive tackle Kirby Ennis, who
was arrested in February on a
weapons charge, will be suspended for the Rice game.

II Wildcats...
From Page 9A
an alternative but would prefer
playing one.
All three sophomores boast
certain skills and game experience that figures to make competition interesting as practice
opened Monday afternoon. The
hope is that one stands out soon
if the Wildcats hope to establish
any continuity.
"I think anybody would like
to have one guy," Stoops said,
"but you have to make the right
choice and if it takes game reps.
then that's what we're going to
do."
All of the quarterback candidates want to make sure the
competition doesn't extend into
the Aug. 31 opener against
Western Kentucky in Nashville.
They've each spent the summer
working on fundamentals along
with becoming more familiar
with the up-tempo system that
helped make Texas Tech into a
top-10 passing team the past
three years under Brown, who
learned the Air Raid philosophy
from former Wildcats coach Hal
Mumme.
"When I found out coach
Brown was coming. I immedi-

REVIVAL
WEST FORK
Baptist Church

II Football...
From Page 9A
production agreement that will
feature at least eight football
games over each of the next
three years.
Kevin Ingram, host of "The
Wake Up Zone" on 104.5 The
Zone in Nashville, will handle
play-by-play duties while and

Bob Belvin, Sports Director for
100.7 FM/AM 540 (ESPN
Clarksville), will provide
analysis. The duo worked
together last year in the
league's TV package.
The Racers are set to begin
the 2013 season on Aug. 31 at
Missouri

August 4-7
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tigation as an attempt to avoid
its responsibilities under a player contract; or did its medical
staff fail to provide the appropriate standard of care to Alex
Rodriguez."
MLB's investigation began
last year after San Francisco outfielder and All-Star game MVP
Melky Cabrera tested positive
for elevated testosterone, as did
Oakland pitcher Bartolo Colon
and San Diego catcher Yasmani
Grandal. The probe escalated in
January when the Miami New
Times published documents
from
obtained
former
Biogenesis associate Porter
Fisher that linked several players to Biogenesis.
In June, baseball struck a
deal for Biogenesis founder
Anthony Bosch to cooperate.
After holding investigatory
interviews with the players,
MLB presented evidence to the
players' union along with its
intended penalties, starting the
final round of negotiations.
"Those players who have
violated the program have created scrutiny for the vast majority
of our players, who play the
game the right way," baseball
Commissioner Bud Selig said.
"We continue to attack this issue
on every front — from science
and research, to education and
awareness, to fact-finding and
investigative skills."
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•Cardinals...

From Page 9A
an upset win at No. 1 Alabama.
The rematch in College Station
is Sept. 14.
But instead of answering
questions about his expectations
for the season, Sumlin was left
to respond to question after
question about Manziel.
"I've been through different
things," Sumlin said. "As a
coach when those things happen. it's not what happens to
you. it's how you deal with it.
We've got a veteran staff that
knows how to deal with different situations."
Manziel's teammates seem
unfazed by his recent trouble
and said that nothing has
changed in the way they view

S1111(111%

with the punishments set forth in
the Joint Drug Agreement, and
were arrived at only after hours
of intense negotiations between
the bargaining parties, the players and their representatives,"
union head Michael Weiner said.
"For the player appealing, Alex
Rodriguez, we agree with his
decision to fight his suspension.
We
believe
that
the
Commissioner has not acted
appropriately ... The union, consistent with its history, will
defend his rights vigorously."
Fighting a brain tumor diagnosed -a year ago. Weiner spoke
in a raspy voice during a conference call and said the union's
executive board will consider
stiffer drug penalties when players meet in December.
But the union will fight
Rodriguez's discipline.
"We've never had a 200-plus
(game) penalty for a player who
may have used drugs," he said.
"And among other things, I just
think that's way out of line."
A-Rod intimated Friday that
New York did not want him to
return: Yankees answered
Monday with a statement:
"We are compelled to address
certain reckless and false allegations concerning the Yankees'
role in this matter," the team
said.."The New York Yankees in
no way instituted and/or assisted
MLB in the direction of this
investigation; or used the inves-
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From Page 9A
staff," said head coach Beth
Acreman. "She has an extensive playing and coaching
resume. It is always great to
have someone of this caliber on
your staff, especially working
with our goalkeepers. We are
looking forward to having her
here"
While
at
Tennessee,
Phillips-Bosshart helped lead
the Lady Vols to one SEC East
title, three regular-season
crowns, three tournament
championships and four NCAA
appearances. In addition to her.
All-SEC honors in 2004 and
2005, she was named an
Academic All-American by the
College Sports Information
Directors of America in 2004.
Phillips-Bosshart also has
international experience from
her time on the Under-23 U.S.
Women's National Team.
The Vernon, Conn., native
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Jurich but not with university
President, James Ramsey.
"I think Dr. Ramsey has
enough confidence in Tom and
myself to make sure that we can
make the right choices," Strong
said. "We're not going to bring
someone into this program where
we embarrass this university."
Strong said details of the contract are.between him and Dyer,
adding that he writes a contract
with any player who has prior
conduct issues.
The coach said Dyer told him
that he wanted to clear his name
and show people what type of
person he really is — so Strong
challenged him to take advantage
of the opportunity.
"I didn't think that he was just
a bad person," Strong said after
meeting Dyer. "If I had thought
that I never would have brought
him here. But 1 just said, here's a
young man that I feel like we can
change and maybe help."
Strong called Dyer a player
with outstanding ability. He could
bolster a Louisville running game
whose top two backs are recovering from knee injuries.
Top returning rusher Senorise
Perry enters his senior season
after tearing the right anterior cmelate last November against
Syracuse. He is not 100% but will
be available when the Cardinals
begin practice Tuesday.
Dominique
Brown,
Louisville's second-leading rusher in 2011, redshirted last season
but returns this fall.
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Bro. Randy Kuykendall, Pastor

From Page 9A
crime.
Strong said his program's core
values don't include doing drugs
or carrying guns. but people.
deserve second chances.
"I can't change his past, but
only hope to help build on his
future." Strong said.
Strong said that Arkansas
Baptist College President Fitz
Hill, a former football coach at
San Jose State, reached out to him
on Dyer's behalf. The two
Arkansas natives had "a lot of
conversations," Strong said. The
Cardinals coach also spoke to
first-year Auburn coach Gus
Malzahn, who praised Dyer,
before feeling comfortable with
the thought of bringing him to
Louisville.
Malzahn,then Aubum's offensive coordinator, recruited Dyer
for the Tigers. When Malzahn
took the head coaching job at
Arkansas State, he recruited him
again after Dyer's dismissal from
Auburn.
Dyer visited Louisville on July.
20 and met with some of the
team's leaders. Strong gauged
their reaction to their potential
new teammate afterward.
"For me,it took a while to just
really put it all together," Strong
said. "I didn't want to bring a
young man into this program with
what we already have built and be
afraid that's he's going to tear that
down. But I'm not worried about
that."
Dyer has also met with
Louisville athletic director Tom

PURCHASE
INSURANCE

still holds several records at'
Tennessee that stand to this
day. In 2003, she set the single-season record for shutouts
with 12 and in 2004, set the
single-season marks for lowest
goals against average at 0.68
and minutes in goal at 2237.
She is also the current Lady
Vols career leader in minutes at
6,602, shutouts at 32.0, victories at 49 and goals against
ayerage at 0.82. Her goals
against average and total
shutouts are also currently the
sixth and second
in SEC
history. respectively./
The Murray State women's
soccer team will kick-off its
season on August 10 at Cutchin
Field
with
the
annual
Blue/Gold scrimmage. After
the Scrimmage and two exhibition matches, the Racers will
officially being the 2013 campaign on August 23 at
Evansville.
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